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Clarkstown Central School District
And Clarkstown Teachers Assn
\
./
An
AGREEMENT
Between
M'
THE CLARKSTOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOARD OF EDUCATION
And
THE CLARKSTOWN TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
For The Period
JULY 1, 1996 - JUNE 30, 2002
,-.1
I II., <:;D
3~ 'd-.O \~
RECEIVED
APR 12 2001
NVSPUBUCEMPLO~ENT
!qELATIONS BOARD
PREAMBLE
In order to effectuate the provisions of Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967 (Public
Employees Fair Employment Act), to encourage and increase effective and harmonious
working relationships between the Clarkstown Central School District Board of Education
(hereinafter referred to as the "Board") and its professional employees represented by the
Clarkstown Teachers Association (hereinafter referred to as the "Association"), and to
enable the professional employees more fully to participate in and contribute to the
development of policies for the School District so that the cause of public education may be
best served in the Clarkstown Central School District.
This Agreement is made and entered into on this first day of July 1996 by and
between the Board and the Association as ame.nded on the first day of July, 2000.
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ARTICLE I. RECOGNITION
1. To effectuate the provisions of Article 14 of the Civil Service Law, Chapter
392 of the Laws of 1967, Public Employees Fair Employment Act, this agreement has been
entered into by the BOARD OF EDUCATION OF CLARKSTOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL
DISTRICT, hereinafter referred to as the "Board," and the CLARKSTOWN CENTRAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, hereinafter referred to as the
"Association. "
2. The Association has requested the Board to recognize the Association as the
exclusive negotiating agent for the Instructional Staff as a negotiating unit consisting of
classroom teachers, speech therapists, psychologists, guidance counselors, reading
specialists, librarians, art teachers, music teachers, physical education teachers, industrial
arts teachers, and language teachers.
3. The Board has determined that the Association is the representative
organization of a majority of the employees in the Instructional Staff as a negotiating unit
and hereby recognizes the Association as the exclusive negotiating agent for the
Instructional Staff.
. 4. Recognition shall extend for the. maximum period provided in Section 208,
Subdivision 2, of the Civil Service Law, unless the Association becomes ineligible to act as
the exclusive negotiating agent for the negotiating unit.
5. The Association accepts recognition as provided herein, and through its
officers agrees to comply with the provisions of Section 210, Article 14, of the Civil Service
Law.
ARTICLE II. NEGOTIATIONS PROCEDURES
1. The Board and the Association agree to negotiate terms and conditions of
employment for professional staff covered by this agreement.
2. Designated representative(s) of the Board will meet with designated
representatives of the Association to negotiate terms and conditions of employment under
Section 203 of the Public Employees Fair Employment Law (the "Law"). Each party shall
have full power to select its own representatives. Such representatives shall possess
authority to negotiate and reach tentative agreements.
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3. The first negotiating meeting shall take place five months before the
expiration date of this agreement, at which time the parties shall exchang'e proposals.
Additional issues may be introduced by mutual agreement. Subsequent meeting dates
shall ,be set by the negotiating teams at each meeting, but the chairpersons of the
respective teams may later agree to an alternate date.
4. Representative(s) of the Board shall meet with representatives of the
Association to effect a free exchange of facts, opinions, proposals, and counterproposals in
an effort to reach agreement. The parties agree to conduct negotiations in good faith and
deal openly and fairly with each other at all times. Negotiation meetings shall be held as
may be required to reach understanding for a succeeding agreement, or until impasse is
reached. If impasse is reached, the procedures outlined in Section 209 of the Law will be
utilized. Negotiation meetings shall be held outside the regular school day, unless
otherwise agreed. Tentative agreements shall be initialed by the chief negotiator for each
bargaining team.
5. Both parties shall furnish available inform~tion in their possession relevant to
the issue(s) under consideration, upon reasonable request. '
6. Negotiation reports shall not be released to the news media except by prior
agreement of the parties. If impasse is reached, the Board or the Association may release
information after notifying the other party. '
7. When tentative agreement is reached,. the contract shall be typed and
submitted to members of the Board and the Association for ratification. After ratification by
both parties, the contract shall become effective in all respects for its duration.
8. Every effort will be made to conform to the Joint Code of Ethics adopted by
the New York State United Teachers Association and the New York State School Board
Association.
ARTICLE III. PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
1. In compliance with Section 208 1 (b) of the Public Employees Fair
Employment Act of 1967, the Board agrees to deduct Association dues from the salaries of
member employees covered by this agreement. .
2. The Association shall certify to the Board in writing the amount of its current
annual membership dues and shall give the Board at least thirty (30) days' notice, before
the start of a school year, of any change in the amount for such dues.
3. ~ During each school year, annual Association dues shall be deducted from
members' salaries in seven (7) equal amounts, starting with the third pay period and ending
with the ninth pay period of that school year. Unless otherwise agreed, employees
becoming Association members after the third pay period during a school year shall have
their total annual Association dues deducted in equal amounts and ending with the ninth
pay period. .
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4. Association dues deduction for members shall be by means of the Payroll
Deduction Authorization Form provided herein. Such forms shall be submitted to the
Payroll Department before the second payroll date of the school year.
Payroll Deduction Authorization
Social Security Number
Last Name First Middle
District Name
Association
To the Board of Education:
I hereby authorize you. according to arrangements agreed upon with the above association, to deduct
from my salary and transmit to said association, dues as certified by said association. I hereby waive all right
and claim to said monies so deducted and transmitted in accordance with this authorization and relieve the
Board of Education and all its officers from any liability thereafter. I revoke any and all instruments heretofore
made by me for such purposes. This authority shall remain in full force and effect for all purposes while I am
employed in this school system. or until revoked by me in writing between September 1st and September 15th of
any given year.
Member Signature Date
5. The Board shall transmit Association dues deducted from members' salaries
after the second, fifth and seventh payroll deductions to the Association. The first and last
Association dues deduction transmittal shall be with a list of Association members for whom
dues deductions were made.
6. By mutually acceptable written authorization, 'employees may use payroll
deductions for payment of disability insurance premiums, credit union transactions, United
Way contributions, VOTE-COPE, existing tax shelter annuity plans and repayment of loans
to the New York State Retirement System.,
7. The Board agrees to deduct from the salary of employees covered by this
agreement who are not Association members an amount equivalent to membership dues
uniformly levied by the Association and transmit such deductions to the Association in
accordance with payroll procedures for Association dues deductions as provided in this
article. The Association agrees to comply with all procedures required by law for the
treatment of agency fees and relieve the Board of Education and its officers from any
liability therefore.
ARTICLE IV. ASSOCIATION BENEFITS
1. The Board shall grant up to twelve (12) scheduled workdays each school year
for Association representatives (no more than seven days may be taken by one
representative) to attend to Association business affairs. This shall exclude those days for
the New York State Teachers Retirement and House of Delegates Conferences. The
Association shall be responsible for its representatives' expenses for such days. The
Association President shall give advance notice to the Superintendent of Schools in writing
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of the days that will be taken for such purpose. The Board will pay the cost of a substitute
teacher's salary, if one is required on such days. When the Board requests the Association
to send representatives to a meeting, expenses incurred may be shared with the
Association and such days will not be charged to the days allowed under this provision.
2. Each instructional workday, the Association President shall have the last two
(2) instructional periods, including one teaching period and one study hall period, free for
Association affairs.
3. The Association may use District school buildings for Association meetings,
by prior written approval of the Superintendent of Schools without cost.
4. The Association may use teachers' mailboxes and faculty lounge bulletin
Boards for com.munication and information purposes.
5. The Board will provide suitable office space in a central location for
Association use.
6. The Board will provide Association building representatives with advance
copies of meeting agendas for Board meetings, and will provide the Association President
with a copy of minutes taken at such meetings.
7. The Board will provide the Chairperson of the Association's Negotiations
Committee one period per day on school days for Association affairs. If the Chairperson is
a secondary teacher, this shall be the last instructional period of the day.
8. On request, Association building representatives shall be given ten minutes at
the conclusion of faculty meetings to report on Association business.
9. A list of the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of new teachers will
be. furnished to the Association by the District in August each year. A listing of other
teachers will be furnished by the end of the first payroll period.
10. Upon wdtten request to the appropriate District administrator, a copy of
publicly available financial documents shall be furnished to the Association.
ARTICLE V. STUDENT CONTROL AND DISCIPLINE
1.. To promote student control and discipline in each building, administrators and
faculty shall, at the September meeting, establish a discipline committee. It shall be the
responsibility of this committee to study, develop and recommend rules and procedures
designed to promote student control and discipline in their building. The committee shall
periodically review established disciplinary measures and make recommendations for
changes and improvement.
2. There shall be a. District-wide discipHnary committee made up of
representatives from building disciplinary committees to discuss and formulate District-wide
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disciplinary procedures and policies. This committee shall advise the Board and the
Association in writing on changes designed to improve District-wide student disciplinary
policies and procedures. ,
ARTICLE VI. SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS
1. Every effort shall be made to secure qualified substitutes.,
2. Student teachers will not be used as a substitute teacher except when a
'teacher must leave the building.
3. A secondary or elementary teacher serving as a substitute during such
teacher's consultation or preparation period shall be given compensatory time off. If time
off has not been given by the close of school, the teacher shall be paid a proportionate
amount of such teacher's salary for such time.
4. When a music, art, physical, education, or library teacher gives notice of an
extended illness, the District shall seek a substitute as soon as possible, with the intent of
providing a substitute from the first day of the teacher's absence. For occasional
absences, the District shall provide for substitute coverage when appropriate.
ARTICLE VII. ASSAULTS AND INJURIES
1. At! personal injuries suffered by a teacher during the course of his or her
employment shall be reported in writing to the school principal's office. A copy of such
report shall be sent to the Superintendent of Schools Office. The Distri9t and teacher shall
cOQperate with the Superintendent's Office in investigation of the report, when required. A
copy of any report resulting from an investigation will be given to the teacher, if requested.
2. , In an emergency, a teacher shall escort students to a safe location and
supervise them for the period of the emergency. A teacher is not required to perform
dangerous duties in an emergency or work that is not related to the safety and supervision
of students.
3. The School District shall reimburse a teacher for reasonable costs of
replacing or repairing dentures, eyeglasses, hearing aids, or clothing up to a maximum of
$200 per item not covered by Workmen's Compensation which are destroyed, damaged, or
lost as a direct result of any student assault sustained in the discharge Of the teacher's
duties within the scope of the teacher's employment, provided such damage, destruction, or
loss was not due to the teacher's negligence.
4. A teacher absent from school because of disability arising from a student
assault occurring during the course of employment shall have sick leave as hereinafter
provided. A probationary teacher shall have 15 days per year, accumulative, for disability
arising from student assault. On reaching tenure, a teacher will be credited with a bank of
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180 days for disability caused by student assault. This bank shall be increased at the rate
of 15 days per year, including the first year the teacher is on tenure, and accumulate to a
maximum of 250 days. For teachers who have used up their accumulated days for
disability as a result of student assault, the number of days for this purpose may be
extended at the discretion of the Board.
5. Probationary teachers absent because of job injury that is not covered by
student assault shall have 15 days paid leave per year, non-accumulative. Absences for
such disability beyond 15 days shall be deducted from personal sick leave.
ARTICLE VIII. SENIORITY, LAYOFF, AND RECALL
1. In September each year, the District shall provide the Association with an
alphabetical list and seniority listing of teachers, by tenure area, as defined by the New York
State Education Law." "
2. Reduction in force shall mean layoff because of program changes, position
abolition, declining student enrollment, or a change or reduction in funding and other similar
circumstances.
3. When there is a reduction in force, the services of the teacher having the
least seniority in the District within the affected tenure area shall be discontinued.
4. For a period of up to seven (7) years fro"m the initial excessing, the Board will
make every effort to place laid-off teachers in other teaching positions.
5. Teachers who are laid off will be recalled in accordance with the New York
Stat~ Education Law when employment opportunities with the District are available. Recall
will be initiated immediately upon resolution of any circumstance which may have
precipitated the necessary reduction in personnel.
6. Laid-off teachers shall be twice offered available part-time teaching positions
in accordance with their seniority, as determined by the New York State Education Law.
After offering such positions twice the Clarkstown Central School District shall have no
further obligation to offer part-time positions.
ARTICLE IX. TEACHER EVALUATION
1. Monitoring or observation of teacher work performance shall be conducted at
the place of instruction with the teacher's knowledge. A schedule of classroom
observations and observers shall be announced in each building during September each
year.
2. Teachers shall have copies of evaluation reports within four (4) days of their
observation by their superiors and shall have the right to discuss such reports before they
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are sent to the Central Office and placed in the Personnel file. Reports with comments on
teacher weakness or areas for improvement shall contain suggestions for improvement in
performance. .
3. The District shall consult with the Association in formulating a teacher
evaluation process. A teacher shall have an opportunity to submit a written statement on an
observation report that will become a part of the teacher's file. Teacher evaluation reports
shall be signed by the teacher, with the understanding that the signature signifies the
teacher has read the report. It does not indicate agreement or disagreement with the
report.
4. Any complaint fn;>m a parent or student that will be placed in a teacher's file
shall be promptly brought to the teacher's attention.
5. By February, if requested, the Superintendent of Schools Office will give a
written response on employment retention to a teacher in the last year of probationary
employment.
ARTICLE X. TEACHER REPORTS AND FACILITIES
1. Material reflecting negatively upon a teacher's performance shall not be
placed in a teacher's file before the teacher has an opportunity to read the material and sign
the actual copy filed. The signature shall mean the material has been read. It does not
indicate agreement. After three (3) years a teacher may request .that the appropriate
Director remove the negative material from the file. The Director may refuse the request.
2. A teacher shall have an opportunity to answer written material placed' in the
Personnel file and to have such answer reviewed by the Principal ~nd Director of
Elementary, Secondary or Special Education. Such response shall be attached and made
a part of the file copy.
.
3. By written request, a teacher can make a copy of material in that teacher's
Personnel file.
4. Each school building shall have space in each classroom where the teacher
may safely store materials and supplies if possible. A work area for teachers and
equipment and supplies to assist in preparation of teaching material shall be provided
wherever possible.
5.
. A faculty lounge which may include a pay telephone shall be provided at each
school building.
6. Clean restrooms for teachers shall be provided in each building.
7. Reserved parking for teachers shall be provided at each building.
The District shall provide, whenever possible, separate staff dining facilities.8.
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9. There shall be two compulsory evening meetings for teachers each year.
ARTICLE XI. SPECIAL EDUCATION, TRANSITION, AND REMEDIAL PROGRAMS
1. The District will employ teaching assistants as required in its elementary
schools and for the non-graded and transitional classes. The Board will employ a minimum
of one teaching assistant per elementary school plus one teaching assistant for the non-
graded class plus ~ teaching assistant for each transitional class, provided adequate funds
are available.
2. Teachers who are laid off shall not be replaced by teaching assistants.
3. Only certified teachers shall be responsible for the formulation and instruction
of prescriptive remediation.
ARTICLE XII. RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Probationary teachers who will be terminated at the close of school will be
given written notice by registered mail before March 1 in the year of termination. On
request, such teachers may, with union representation if desired, have a discussion with the
building principal and the appropriate Director. By request at such meeting, a teacher may
have a written account of the reasons for termination within two (2) days.
2. On notice of termination, a last year probationary teacher may have a
me~ting with the Superintendent of Schools to review termination with an Association
representative present.
3. A teacher's probationary period shall be as provided by the New York State
Education Law.
4. A teacher should not leave the school building without permission of the
building principal or his designee, except during lunch period with prior notice.
5. During each student report period, teachers shall hold conferences with
failing students and prepare a written report of the causes for failure to the building principal
in elementary schools and to the guidance cOUnselor or principal in a secondary school. A
follow-up conference may be held with the principal or guidance counselor, including
parents and students. With assistance from the guidance counselor or building principal if
desired, a teacher may hold conferences with a failing student's parents for discussion of
discipline, attendance, or other matters adversely affecting student's achievement.
6. All teachers shall schedule at least two additional help periods per week
before or after the instructional day to assist students with make-up work and to render
. motivation and guidance for improved achievement.
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7. When a student is legally absent from class, a teacher shall cooperate with
parent's request for homework assignments. When such homework is returned, it will be
corrected and returned to the student. It shall be the responsibility of the teacher to
schedule such make-up work and additional assistance as may be necessary for students
who are legally absent.
'
8. A lesson plan for every class shall be developed by the teacher and available
at all times in the classroom. Additionally, a long-range lesson plan with goals for one
semester or more shall be developed. Lesson plans shall be reviewed weekly with the
building administrator or his designee in elementary schools and with the department
chairperson or building principal or his designee in a secondary school. Department
chairpersons shall coordinate work in the development of study guides and teacher
planning in their subject areas.
9. It shall be the responsibility of each department chairperson to prepare
current job descriptions for each departmental position. Such job descriptions shall be
subject to the approval of the appropriate Director.
10. The Board and the Association believe that teachers are and should be
respec,ted members of the School District and community in which they live. Teachers
should participate in and support community activities and promote good public relations for
the School District.
11. All staff members covered by this agreement and building administrators shall
have responsibility for orientation of new staff members, beginning' with the opening of
school and continuing throughout the year, to acquaint and assist new employees with
School District programs. All staff members shall attend orientation at the opening of school
each year to prepare for the first day of school and do all things necessarY to permit a full
class schedule on the first day of school.
12. Teachers shall maintain student discipline at all times within the confines of
school premises. Serious infractions of rules or school standards should be promptly
reported to building administrators.
13. Continuous study, and participation in curriculum maintenance and
development is significant to the professional development of teachers and education
excellence in students. The District will consider teachers' length of service in assignment
to curriculum workshops.
14. Physical education teachers hired after June 30, 1986, may be required by
the appropriate Director to be responsible for coaching at least one (1) inter-scholastic
sports activity each school year.
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ARTICLE XIII. TRANSFERS AND ASSIGNMENTS
1. Teachers who. desire to. transfer to. ano.ther scho.o.l building o.r change grades
o.r subjects shall make written applicatio.n to. the Superintendent o.f Scho.o.ls Office befo.re
December 15, identifying the transfer(s) desired. When po.ssible, new teacher assignments
will net be made befere veluntary transfer requests have been censidered and acted en.
The Superintendent's Office will net arbitrarily deny a transfer request.
2. Netice ef an inveluntary transfer er reassignment ef a teacher will be given as
seen as pessible. A qualified velunteer teacher may be censidered fer transfer o.r
reassignment befere an inveluntary meve is made. In an inveluntary transfer, the teacher's
co.mpetence, majo.r and mino.r fields o.f study, wo.rk perfo.rmance, and length o.f service with
the Scho.el District will each be given equal weight befo.re a decisio.n is made. Upen
request, the District will explain its applicatien af the criteria to. the transferee, but it shall net
be ebligated to. preduce co.mparative evidence fer all teachers eligible to. fill the po.sitien.
Befere an inveluntary transfer is made, a meeting between the teacher and the
Superintendent ef Scho.als o.r his designee will be held, if requested, and the reasan(s) fo.r
transfer explained. If a teacher ebjects to. the transfer, it may beceme the subject ef a
grievance. When epen po.sitiens are available in the Scho.o.l District, a list o.f such .po.sitiens
will be given to. a teacher being inveluntarily reassigned ar transferred, and the teacher may
request reassignment to. a pesitien o.n the list, if the teacher is qualified. Preference shall be
given to. qualified teachers seeking veluntary transfer ar reassignment to. an epen pesitien
befere an invo.luntary transfer er reassignment is made. Where qualificatio.ns are
substantially equal between two. er mare candidates, senierity within the Scheel District
shall be censidered . Teachers may net be inveluntarily transferred mere than twice in any
six year peried, no.r in co.nsecutive years, except in an emergency.
3. The Beard and the Asseciatien recegnize that transfers' during the scheo.l
year frem ene scheal to. anether may be unaveidable and that frequent transfers er
reassignments may be disruptive to. the educatien precess and interfere with teacher and
student perfo.rmance.
4. The Scheel District will endeaver to. premete empleyees co.vered by
agreement, when po.ssible, to. epen pesitiens when interested emplayees are qualified.
Length ef service with the Scheel District shall be a censideratian. Premetienal pesitio.ns
exclude all pesitio.ns en the teachers' salary schedule but include all administrative and
superviso.ry pesitio.ns in the District. Netice ef such vacancies will be pasted en the bulletin
Beard in each scheel with informatien en qualificatiens, duties, and salary range ef that
pasitien. Fifteen warking days shall be allewed after pesting fer interested empleyees to.
make written applicatian with the District Persannel Office. Natice o.f pramatianal
eppo.rtunities shall be mailed to. the Assaciatien President.
. 5. Teachers shall be netified af knawn changes in their teaching assignments fer
the fallawing year befare scho.al clo.ses. Hawever, the Superintendent af Schao.ls Office
reserves the right to. make later transfers and assignments as necessary, previded they are
nat arbitrary er capricieus. Transferred teachers shall be assigned' to. grades and subjects
fer which they are qualified, in accerdance with regulatians ef the New Yerk State Educatien
Department.
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6. . There will' be no loss of tenure if a teacher moves between levels in the
school system, as long as pursuant to' State Law.
7. The District will survey elementary music teachers prior to close of school to
determine their preference for vocal or instrumental music. When administratively feasible,
an effort .will be made to conform to a teacher's preferences. Music teachers may remain in
one school or work between schools according to their preferences, when possible.
Survey results will be taken into account, when possible, in the assignment of new
elementary music teachers.
ARTICLE XIV. INSTRUCTIONAL DAY
1. The instructional workday (teacher-pupil day) in the School District, inclusive
of lunch, shall not exceed 6 hours and 35 minutes. '
2. Senior high school shall not start earlier than 7:25 a.m.
3. A teacher shall have a minimum of 35 minutes per day for lunch which may
be extended by the principal, when feasible.
4. A teacher shall arrive at school 15 minutes before the instructional workday
begins and report to the duty station 8 minutes before the instructional day begins.
5. It is recommended, but not required, that regular staff meetings be conducted
on a designated day of the week. Additional special staff meetings, when required, may be
held, but efforts shall be made to minimize such meetings. A teacher shall not be required
to remain in school more than 15 minutes past the end of the instructional workday,
provided the teacher is not engaged in a help period or work activities after the instructional
day. .
ARTi"CLE XV. CLASS SIZE AND TEACHER ASSIGNMENT
1. The average class size per teacher shall not exceed 27 students in the
secondary schools, with a maximum class size of 30. The average class size per building
shall not exceed 25 in the elementary schools, with a maximum class size of 29. On and
after July 1 , 1985, the maximum class size in grades 3-6 shall not exceed 29, and the
maximum class size in grades K-2 shall not exceed 26. When additional students enroll
after October 1 or one month from the start of the second semester, for a course that
commences at the start of the second semester, class sizes may be exceeded, provided
students are equitably distributed. Disputes arising over class size in September may be
the subject of expedited arbitration.
2. English teachers in grades 9-12 shall have five teaching periods, one
preparation period, and one duty assignment, and not more than 125 students.
11
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3. All secondary teachers shall have, in addition to lunch period, one preparation
period per day, or five periods per week, free from other duties.
4. The maximum teaching load for all secondary teachers shall be give periods.
In lieu of study hall supervision, teachers may be assigned to supervise educational
activities. Such assignments shall be voluntary and have the school principal's approval.
5. An elementary teacher shall have time free from instruction or supervision for
class preparation each day, with a weekly allowance of 3 % hours. This time shall be in
blocks of at least 15 minutes, but shall not exceed 45 minutes per day. When
administratively feasible, this time shall be scheduled in a 3D-minute period. Elementary
teachers are not required to remain in class for the whole period when a specialist teacher
is instructing.
6. Special Education teachers shall have time to write IEP's. The time allotted
for such responsibility shall be % day for each group of 1-5 students. This shall include
L.D. Resource Room teachers, L.D. class and EMR teachers, Hearing Impaired teachers,
or others assigned to IEP's.
.
7. When administratively feasible, the District shall make an effort to limit the
assignment of special teachers to no more than 2 schools per day. .
8. The foregoing notwithstanding, the District may flexibly schedule .classes to
better meet its educational and administrative needs as it may determine if the teacher
impacted voluntarily accepts the proposed arrangement. A standing committee consisting
of two representatives of the Association and two of administration (the "Committee") shall
be established to contemporaneously determine that participation is voluntary. The
arrangement shall not be effectuated if two or more Committee members find that
participation is involuntary. The Committee shall establish reasonable procedures to
govern its operation including a means to make determinations expeditiously.
ARTICLE XVI. CALENDAR
1. The school calendar for the 1998-99 and 1999-00 school years appear as
Appendix A to the agreement.
2. The school calendar shall be annually developed by the Superintendent of
Schools, in conjunction with the Chairman of the Association's Negotiations Committee, and
submitted for approval to the Board and the Association. The calendar for 2000-01, and
2001-20020 shall have the same number of days and the same substance as the calendars
in Appendix A.
3. The Superintendent of Schools, with the advice and counsel of the
Association, will develop the format for Superintendent's Conference Days.
.
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ARTICLE XVII. LEAVES OF ABSENCE
1. Fifteen (15) days paid sick leave per school year, accumulative, shall be
allowed employees covered by this agreement for each year of full employment.
Employees commencing work after the start of the school year shall be allowed sick days
based upon the number of school days worked during the first year of employment. Upon
reaching tenure, a teacher hired prior to July 1, 1985, shall automatically have a bank of
180 days for personal sickness.
.
2. For employees hired on or after July 1, 1985, who attain three years
employment with the District, the District will grant a bank of 100 sick days, upon the fourth
year of their employment.
3. Unused sick leave days shall accumulate from year to year to a maximum of
250 days. After the first year's employment, up to 15 days of sick leave per year may be
used for sickness in the immediate family, as defined in this article.
4. For probationary teachers who suffer total disability for a period of at least six
months (based on medical report), the District shall pay such teacher, after the exhaustion
of accumulated sick leave, one-tenth of such teacher's remaining annual salary for each
year, or major part thereof, of the teacher's service with the District.
5. An employee who has exhausted accumulated sick leave, as provided by this
article, and who continues to be absent from work because of illness or disability, shall have
a per diem deduction made from such emplQyee's annual salary for each day of such
absence.
6. A leave of absence for personal sickness beyond the tim'e provided in this
article may be allowed by the Board upon written application. The District will annually
notify the teacher of the total number of accumulated sick days. A doctor's certificate is
required for an absence due to person~1 sickness if it . lasts for more than 5 consecutive
days.
7. The immediate family referred to in this article for bereavement leave is
defined as parent or legal guardian, wife, husband, children, brother, brother-in-law, sister,
sister-in-law, grandparents, grandchildren, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, and the parents of
the husband or wife or any relative residing in the personal household of the employee.
For sick leave the immediate family does not include brother, brother-in-law, sister, sister-in-
law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law.
8. Maternity related disability will be covered under Sick Leave.
'9. Unpaid child care leave, including adoption of a child five years old or less, up
to, a maximum of two years will be granted by the District upon written application by an
employee covered by this agreement. Such leave may be extended up to one year at the
discretion of the Board. Employees on childcare leave may return at the start of the school
year or the start of the second semester.
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10. To foster professional growth and development, a teacher may make
application to the Superintendent of Schools to attend curriculum workshops, conferences,
conventions, clinics, or other schools on subjects related to their area of education
specialization. The request shall be in writing and have the recommendation of the
department chairperson and building principal before it will be considered for approval by
the Superintendent of Schools.
11. A teacher who is a recipient of a grant convening before the close of school
may accept a grant without loss of salary (1 month maximum), provided the teacher has
fulfilled obligations imposed by the grant. However, a substitute's pay, if one' is required,
shall be deducted from the teacher's salary for the period of such leave.
12. On written request, the Board will grant unpaid leave to one employee
covered by this agreement who is elected to or employed by a statewide or national office of
a teachers' association or union.
13. Teachers subpoenaed for jury duty shall notify the Superintendent of Schools
or his designee indicating whether they want to serve or be excused from such service.
Teachers who voluntarily serve on jury du,ty shall first utilize three personal, days available
under Personal Leave. Efforts will be made to get a teacher excused from such, service. If
this fails, the teacher will be paid the difference between regular salary and jury pay for time
spent on jury duty during scheduled work time.
14. Up to three days leave may be allowed f9r emergency personal affairs that
can be attended to only while school is in session. These days are not accumulative.
Application shall be presented to the building principal on the Teacher Personal Leave
Request Form in advance. In case of emergency, the principal may give verbal approval
before the application is submitted. If there is any question by the building principal, the
request shall be submitted to the Superintendent of Schools or his designee for approval or
rejection. Personal days off beyond those allowed will be deducted by the amount of a
substitute teacher's salary. Person days will be granted for the following reasons:
I. Legal
/I. Professional
/II. Home
IV. Personal
a.
b.
c.
Required in Court
Closing on Property
Marriage
a.
b.
c.
Degree Examinations
Graduation
Certification Problem
a.
b.
c.
Child's Graduation
Emergency Home Accidents
Death of any relatives other than defined in the
immediate family.
One personal leave day shall be granted without reason except
for days immediately preceding or following school vacation
periods or the Memorial Day Weekend which require approval.
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V. Other
If the reasons in I, II, III, or IV are checked on the District's Personal Leave Request Form,
no further explanation or support is required. If "Other" is checked, an explanation is
necessary and is subject to approval by the Superintendent of Schools or his designee.
Personal days will be extended if a teacher is required to appear in court because of school
related incidents.
15. A teacher on approved leave who returns to work, as provided herein, retains
all rights and benefits acquired prior to such leave and earned under the agreement while
on leave.
16. Five (5) days bereavement per year, non-accumulative, shall be allowed for
death in the immediate family.
17. Days of absence because of religious holidays shall be deducted from the
number of sick days allowed, except that the first two religious days taken by teachers shall
not be deducted from sick leave, provided those days are on the Commissioner's list.
ARTICLE XVIII. INSURANCE
1. The Association has established a CT A Welfare Fund, hereinafter referred to
as the "Fund," in full compliance with the laws of the State of New York, to contract for and
furnish dental, life, and other forms of insurance to eligible employees covered by this
agreement, including eligible dependents. The Fund shall have full control over selection
of benefits.
2. An eligible employee covered by this agreement shall automatically become a
member of the Fund unless such employee signs a refusal of membership form within 15
days from the date this agreement is signed by the parties. A new eligible employee hired
subsequent to the effective date of this agreement shall automatically become a memberof
the Fund for the term of this agreement unless such employee signs. a refusal of
membership form within 15 days after date of hire. An election of membership or non-
membership shall bind the employee for full term of this agreement.
3. During the term of the agreement, the Board agrees to forward by the middle
of each calendar month a sum of money to the Fund sufficient to cover its obligation
provided in this article. The amount of such obligation per month for each employee in the
1998-99 year shall be determined from the following insurance coverage table which
represents an increase of $2.08 per month, or of $25.00 per annum, over the amounts paid
under the prior collective bargaining agreement for 1997-1998. In the 1999-00 year, the
dental contribution of each of the following lines shall be increased by $2.08 per month, or
$25.00 per annum versus 1998-99, yielding a "Total" of $38.74, $46.00, and $55.97,
respectively, for each line in said year. In the 2000-01 year, the dental contribution of each
of the following lines shall be increased by $2.29 per month, or $27.50 per annum versus
1999-00, yielding a "Total" of $41.03, $48.29 and $58.26, respectively, for each line in said
year. In the 2001-02 year, the dental contribution of each of the following lines shall be
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increased by $2.29 per month, or $27.50 per annum versus 2000-01, yielding a "Total" of
$43.32, $50.58 and $60.55, respectively, for each line in said year. The intent is that the
District's "Total" contribution per teacher to the Welfare Fund shall control, but the attribution
of which coverage is being funded in what amount may change at the request of the
Association.
Employee
Employee and
Dependent
Family
INSURANCE COVERAGE (1998-99)
Dental Life (10.000) Total
$34.86 $1.80 $36.66
43.92
53.89
43.92
53.89
4. Effective November 1, 1988, employees and their dependents eligible under
this agreement shall have the opportunity to elect coverage under one of the group
contracts for health insurance entered into between the employer and one of several health
insurance providers except BC/BS but including Empire Core plus' Medical and Psychiatric
Enhancements.
5. The District agrees to pay one-half (1/2) of any total monthly premium
charges by the health insurance carrier during the term of this Agreement. Employees who
sign for health insurance coverage shall pay the difference between the amount paid by the
District and the total monthly premium charged by t~e insurance carrier. Employee
contribution(s) shall be by authorized payroll deduction.
6. (a) The Board reserves its right to transfer all or any part of the he'alth benefit
plans from the providers currently under contract with the employer to successor providers
at any time during the term of this agreement, provided that substantially equivalent
coverage is offered to the insured employees and such employees' covc;!red dependents as
a result of such change. Neither the number nor identities of participating providers of health
care, nor better record keeping or improved efficiency in the operation of the successor
provider shall be taken into account in determining whether a successor carrier(s) is
substantially equivalent to its predecessor(s). The Board guarantees that any successor
provider will provide substantially equivalent coverage to that currently provided to the
District's employees. In making such guarantee the Board shall rely upon the carrier's
representations to it that its coverage shall be substantially equivalent to existing coverage
including waiver of pre-existing conditions. It is understood and agreed that in determining
substantial equivalence, a successor provider shall be compared with the provider sought to
be changed. Should a dispute arise between the Board and the Union as to a claimed lack
of substantial equivalency, the parties hereby incorporate and agree to be bound by the
Grievance procedure as contained in the applicable agreement, beginning at the final stage
of the internal process, for the purpose of resolving substantial equivalency disputes herein.
Such a grievance must be brought, however, within five (5) days of written notice that the
District intends to change carriers and shall be expedited. Should the dispute resolution
process result in a determination that the plans are not broadly substantially equivalent,
then the Board has the option to pay the difference upon presentation of such a claim,
either directly or by arranging for payment by the successor carrier or to cancel the change
in carriers.
L
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(b) Pursuant to New York and Federal Law the Board will offer to all
eligible employees and dependents the option of membership in a qualified Health
Maintenance Organization ("HMO") effective the first day of the term of this agreement, or
within sixty (60) days after this agreement has been executed by the parties hereto,
whichever is later in a manner consistent with its health insurance obligations stated
elsewhere herein and in accordance with law as amended.
(c) All persons currently eligible for health insurance 'coverage as defined
in the District's agreements with the Carrier and the HMO(s) shall be covered under the
Plan and/or the HMO(s) as required by law.
(d) All persons enrolled shall receive copies of the Plan and the HMO(s)
brochures when available and all new employees shall receive copies when beginning
employment.
ARTICLE XIX. SALARIES AND COMPENSATION
1. The salaries of full-time, part-time or leave replacement teachers hired prior
to the 1996-97 school year and employed by the District since then, ("pre 1996-97
teachers"), and eligibility requirements thereof, are set forth in Appendix E attached hereto,
and made a part hereof, which is identical to Appendix E as attached to the July 1, 1992 to
June 30, 1996 agreement. The salary of teachers who commenced working for the District
on or after the start of the 1996-97 school year (" post 1995-96 teachers"), and eligibility
requirements thereof, are set forth in Appendix E (New) attached hereto, and made a part
hereof, the first and last rows of which are identical to the firs(and last rows of Appendix E,
with all movements from row to row, in the same column, equal to the difference between
the last row and the first, divided by the number rows (steps and half-steps) in-between
(e.g., 3.33% and 1.66°J'o of the base).
A) Salaries for the 1996-97 school year for pre 1996-97 teachers shall be
according to Appendix E-2 which shall be 3.20/0 greater than the 1995-96 salary
schedule (E-1). For post 1995-96 teachers salaries shall be according to Appendix
E-2 (NEW) developed from Appendix E-2 by application of Appendix E (NEW).
B) Salaries for the 1997 -98 school year shall be according to
Appendix E-3 for pre 1996-97 teachers, and according to Appendix E-3 (NEW) for
post 1995-96 teachers, which shall be 3.6% greater than the respective 1996-97
salary schedules (E-2 and E-2 (NEW».
C) Salaries for the 1998-99 school year shall be according to Appendix E-
4 for pre 1996-97 teachers, and according to Appendix E-4 (NEW) for post 1996-95
teachers, which shall be 3.450/0 greater than the respective 1997-98 salary
schedules (E-3 and E-3 (NEW».
D) Salaries for the 1999-00 school year shall be according to Appendix E-
5 for pre 1996-97 teachers, and according to Appendix E-5 (NEW) for post 1995-96
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teachers, which shall be, 3.30% greater than the respective 1998-99 salary
schedules (E-4 and E-4 (NEW)).
E) Salaries for the 2000-01 school year shall be according to Appendix E-
6 for pre 1996-97 teachers, and according to Appendix E-6 (NEW) for post 1995-96
teachers, which shall be 2.75% greater than the respective 1999-00' salary
schedules [E-5 and E-5 (NEW)], except that said 2.750/0 may be increased to
between 2.80 and 2.95°1c> according to the teacher retirement linkage schedule set
forth in G).
F) Salaries for the 2001-02 school year shall be according to Appendix E-
7 for pre 1996-97 teachers, and according to Appendix E-7 (NEW) for post 1995-96
teachers, which shall be 2.75% greater than the respective 1999-00 salary
schedules [E-6 and E-6 (NEW)], except that said 2.75% may be increased to
between 2.80 and 2.95% according to the teacher retirement linkage schedule set
forth in G).
G) Salary increases above 2.75% for the 2000-01 and 2001-02 years
shall be linked to the. number of teacher retirees in the preceding year (1999-00 for
2000-01 and 2000-01 for 2001-02) according to the following schedule:
# of Retirees
o to 10
11 to 15
16 to 20
21 to 25
26 and over
chanae in 0lc> increase
+ .00°1c>
.
.05
.10
.15
.20
total 0lc>increase
2.750/0
2.80
2.85
2.90
2.95
(formerly G), in first sentence, replace "each year" with "1996-97, 1997-98, 1998-99,
1999-00, 2000-01 and 2001-02.
H) With respect to special salaries and stipends not governed by the E
schedules, those governed by Appendices 8, D and F., and paras. 6., 7., 9., 10., and
13., shall be increased five percent (5%) in each year, 1996-97 through 2001-02. In
addition, teachers who have coached the same sport, irrespective level or gender, or
who have performed a special service contract in the same general area, e.g., G.O.,
Advisor, etc., for more than ten (10) years shall be paid at five percent (5%) above
the schedules set forth in Appendix 8 and D, respectively. Salaries for
Chairpersons and summer curriculum work, as governed by Appendix C and paras.
4. and 12., and per diem salaries, governed by paras. 5. and 11., shall increase in
the same percentage in each year as "A)" through "0)", above.
During the term of this Agreement, the EIT is to be applied for by the Clarkstown
Central School District in each year in which money is appropriated by the State Legislature
and is to be paid by Clarkstown Central School District, upon receipt, to CT A unit members
as a bonus either per capita or per dollar, method to be decided by CT A. (The EIT is not to
be put into the teacher's base salary in any year.)
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2. For uncertified teachers, only courses which apply to provisional certification
will be allowed for salary advancement until the teacher obtains provisional certification.
Other courses taken during the period the teacher is not certified will become applicable for
salary advancement after provisional certification is obtained. '
3. Teachers shall have the option of a 1/20 or 1/24 pay plan. Under the 1/24
plan, teachers shall receive 5/24 of their annual salary on the last pa~ day in June.
Teachers shall be paid twice per month, no later than on the 10th and 25 . Requests for,
salary increases based on additional graduate credit will be accepted by October 1 for
changes effective September 1 and by March 1 for changes effective February 1. It is the
teacher's responsibility to see that transcripts (or other acceptable proof) are submitted to
the District Personnel Office.
The District shall arrange for the direct deposit of salary payments upon the written
authorization of the teacher utilizing a Direct Deposit Authorization Form as developed by
the District similar to the Form attached as Appendix H. The District shall ,determine the
primary bank and the Association, with District approval, may select up to five banks to
which direct deposits may be transferred at the' direction of the teacher.
4. Department chairpersons who will not be retained the following year shall be
notified in writing by June 1 of the current school year. The class load and compensation
schedule for department chairpersons is contained in Appendix C attached hereto and
made a part of this agreement.
5. Guidance counselors and psychologists, when needed beyond the regular
calendar year provided in Appendix A, will be compensated at their per diem rate, 1/school
calendar days, for the school year.
6. The coaching salary schedule for each year of this agreement is shown in
Appendix 8 and is by reference a part of this agreement. Coaching personnel will receive
their coaching contracts for the next school year by the Easter vacation, except that
coaching contracts for Spring sports will be distributed upon completion of the sport.
Coaching contracts will show if the assignment is Varsity, Assistant Varsity, Junior Varsity,
Freshman, Head Junior High or Assistant Junior High, and will contain a job description, or
refer to the job description provided in the coaches' handbook. If scouting is part of the job,
it will be' specified. When a coach's level is changed or when a coach accepts an '
opportunity to coach another sport during the school year or summer vacation, a new
contract will be issued. All coach openings will be posted to allow opportunity for
application. The Head Varsity Coach in each sport shall be given opportunity to interview
final candidates for openings as Assistant Varsity, Junior Varsity, and Freshman Coach i~
his sport. Coaching personnel will be compensated for approved business use of a
personal motor vehicle in accordance with the District's current policy.
7. "Special Service Contracts" appears in Appendix D attached to this
agreement and is made a part hereof.
Openings for summer school work will be posted in each school building as early as
possible. Such positions will, to the extent possible, be filled by qualified teachers.
Consideration will be given to a teacher's areas of competence, major and minor field of
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study, and attendance record. Subject to available information on summer school
registration, tentative notice will be given to teachers who apply for summer school work by
June 1, if possible. The contract for a teacher accepting summer school employment shall
contain a mutual commitment clause offering a minimum of two periods on the secondary
level and a full program on the elementary level. Summer school compensation appears
as Appendix F to this agreement is made a part hereof. Summer school teachers will be
permitted one sick day, non accumulative, for the summer session.
9. Adult Education vacancies will be posted in each school building as soon as
possible. Such vacancies will be filled when possible by regular qualified teachers from the
School District. The rate of pay for Adult Education teachers shall be $38.82 per hour for
1996-97, $40.76 per hour for 1997-98, $42.80 per hour for 1998-99, $44.94 per hour for
1999-2000, $47.18 per hour for 2000-01, and $49.54 per hour for 2001-02.
10. Teachers who are assigned to chaperon dances, concerts, plays or to supervise
athletic events not allied to their instructional duties shall be compensated at $12.87 per
hour 1996-97, with a minimum of $25.74 and a maximum of $51.48 per event; at $13.51 per
hour 1997-98 with a minimum of $27.02 and a maximum of $54.04 per event; $14.19 per
hour 1998-99 with a minimum of $28.38 and a maximum of $56.76 per event; and at
$14.90 per hour 1999-00 with.a minimum of $29.80 and a maximum of $59.60 per event.
The hourly rate shall be increased to $15.64 for 2000-01, and to $16.42 for 2001-02.
Upon ratification of the agreement adding this provision, weekend (Saturday
and Sunday) chaperoning shall be compensated at the hourly chaperoning rate, with the
day broken into a maximum of four, six-hour segments (Le., 6 a.m. to noon; etc.). The
maximum compensation for any six-hour segment shall be four hours, and for any day shall
be twelve hours. For example, a teacher working from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., would be paid for
ten hours (3+4+3). Teachers shall submit signed timesheets for this work, which shall be
subject to review and determination by the payroll department.
11. Work on Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays is not mandatory. Teachers who
teach on such days shall be compensated at their per diem rate. This provision does not
apply to non-teaching work, such as athletic, chaperoning or other school activities for
which the teacher is otherwise compensated under this agreement. Memorial Day work
will be compensated at one-half the teacher per diem rate.
12. The hourly compensation rate for summer curriculum work will be $22.60 per
hour for 1996-97, $23.42 per hour for 1997-98, $24.28 per hour for 1998-99, $25.08 per
hour for 1999-00, $25.77 per hour for 2000-01, and $26.47 per hour for 2001-02.
13. The hourly rate of pay for home teacher will be $32.39 per hour for 1996-97,
$34.01 per hour for 1997-98, $35.71 per hour for 1998-99, $37.50 per hour for 1999-00,
$39.37 per hour for 2000-01, and $41.34 per hour for 2001-02.
14. Reimbursement for approved business use of a personal motor vehicle shall be
paid to employees covered by this agreement. The reimbursement rate shall be in
accordance with the District's current policy, but not less than .21 per mile.
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15. In 2000-01 and 2001-02, $25,000 shall be available per annum to fund special
service contracts for work not listed in Appendix D. In each such year the Association shall
propose the Special Service Contracts involvedand the suggested sum to be attributedto
each. The Board of Education shall finally determine the Special Service Contracts
involved and the sum to be attributed to each after considering the Association's proposal
and the Superintendent's recommendation.
ARTICLE XX. IN-SERVICE CREDIT
1. In-service credit-will be given for courses offered by the School District and
may be given for approved courses taken in other School Districts. There shall be no
charge for in-service courses offered by the District.
2. In-service credit will be given for participation in curriculum workshops held
after the instructional day at the rate of 1 credit for 15 hours participation and 2 credits for
30 hours participation.
3. In-service credit will be given to teachers accepting assignment for student
teachers at the rate of 2 in-service credits for more than' 37 days and 1 in-service credit for
less than 37 days.
4. In-service credit provided for in this article shall be by prior written request
and approval from the Superintendent of Schools Office. Salary increases for in-service
credit shall be in accordance with the salary schedule in this agreement.
5. No more than six (6) in-service credit hours for student teacher supervision
may be used for salary advancement credit. .
6. The followingconditions apply to the approval of course work taken for salary
credit and all other purposes, provided that officialtranscripts are received in the Personnel
Office no later than October 1st or March 1st, depending upon semester, of the same school
year:
A. For each course of 15 credits beyond a Master's degree, each teacher
shall be required to submit to his/her administratorfor approval a plan
outlining the. major areas of study to be pursued and the probable
college/university where the courses shall be taken. The major areas of study
shall cover: (1) Professional preparation in education, (2) Preparation in one's
teaching field, (3) Other related courses appropriateto increasing teaching
effectiveness. A copy of this plan shall be forwarded to the appropriate
Director's office for approval. A copy of the approved plan shall be filed with
the District Personnel Office. This plan may be amended at a later date with
the approval of the Administratorand Director.
B. When considering undertaking a particular course to fulfill the
requirements for advancement in schedule, the teacher shall make written
application in advance on the form, entitled: PriorApprovalof Course.
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C. Within ten (10) days of receipt, the Personnel Office shall notify the
teacher of approval or disapproval. In the event that the Personnel Office
disapproves an .application for course credit, the applicant may appeal his/her
case to the appropriate Director.
D. Final appeals may be taken to the Superintendent of Schools or his
designee. The decisions of the Superintendent are subject to the grievance
procedure, but not arbitration.
E. Whenever approval of course work taken for salary credit is denied,
the Director shall work with the affected employee to develop a plan of course
work which will be approved by the District.
7.
education.
Graduate course must be taken from an accredited institution of higher
8. The District will not usually grant salary credit for undergraduate courses.
However, if comparable graduate courses are not available, credit may be given subject to
the approval of the administration.
9. Effective January 1, 1987, for the purpose of advancing on the salary
schedule and for all other purposes, courses and in-service credit shall expire, if unused,
after five (5) years (ten (10) years for college courses if the college allows retention of
credits for this length of -time). All persons who, as of the date the printed contract is given
to the CT A, are enrolled in a program shall not be subject to the prior approval provisions
herein for such courses.
10. Effective 1999-2000, all newly hired teachers must attend 60 hours of in-
service teacher training workshops provided by the District over a three-year period. The
workshops will be scheduled not to conflict with the usual workday, and will not be
conducted on holidays or weekends. Make-up options will be offered if a teacher is
unable to make a single workshop, only (multiple make-ups will not be offered). If
permanent certification requires preparation of a teaching video, one hour of training will be
set-aside for such purpose. Two in-service credits will be granted upon completion of the
60 hours. The number of hours in the first, second and third year of hire, shall be 30, 20
and 10, respectively for 1999-2000 hirees, and 25, 20 and 15, respectively, for 2000-
2001 and 2001-2002 hirees. (The time associated with attending the workshops is
unrelated to the two days gained by the District as a consequence of providing Section 125
access).
ARTICLE XXI. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
1. To establish a more cooperative and harmonious relationship that will
enhance the quality of education and comply with Article 16 of the General Municipal Law
(Chapter 554 of the Laws of 1962) and the Public Employees Fair Employment Act
(Sections 204 and 208, as amended), the Board and the Association have established the
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grievance procedure in this article to provide a means for settlement of grievances arising
under this agreement.
2. A grievance is defined as a dispute with respect to the interpretation or
application of this agreement or discipline (other than Education Law 3020-a proceedings).
A diligent, sincere, and honest effort by all parties shall be made to settle a grievance in a
fair and equitable manner as soon as possible. ' ,
3. To receive consideration, a grievance shall, be filed within 60 days of its
occurrence or within 60 days of when an employee or the Association has knowledge of its
occurrence. Should a grievance arise, as defined herein, it may be processed in the
following manner:
STAGE ,.
An aggrieved employee(s) shall orally present the grievance to the building principal
or immediate superior (hereinafter referred to as "principal") who shall arrange a mutually
convenient time and place to informally discuss the grievance with the employee. Within
ten days after informal discussion, the principal shall render an oral answer to the employee
on the grievance. If the aggrieved employee is dissatisfied with the principal's answer, the
grievant, with Association knowledge and assistance, shall reduce the grievance to writing
on a form agreed upon by the District and the Association for such purpose, stating ,the
precise nature of the grievance, section(s) of the contract alleged to be violated, remedy
requested, and sign the grievance form. Copies of the grievance shall be given to the
principal anq the Association. Within ten (10) days after receipt of the written grievance, the
principal shall place a written answer on the grievance form, includin'g the reasons
therefore, and grant or deny the grievance.
STAGE II.
, If a grievance is not settled in Stage I, the aggrieved employee may appeal it within
twenty (20) days by letter to the joint committee comprised of two School District
representatives and two Association representatives. The appeal shall contain a copy of
the grievance and all documents and written evidence made a part' of the record at Stage I
of this procedure. The joint committee shall notify all parties in interest of a time and place
when an informal hearing will be held, to receive oral and written evidence supporting each
party's position on the grievance. The District and the Association shall have the obligation
to introduce all relevant testimony and written evidence in their possession, or they have
knowledge of in support of the grievance. Within twenty (20) days after a Stage, II hearing,
the joint committee shall render its decision in writing on settlement of the grievance, setting
forth its finding of fact, granting or denying the grievance and the basis upon which their
answer is reached.
.
,
STAGE III.
If the aggrieved employee is dissatisfied with disposition of the grievance at Stage II,
the employee may request in writing to the chairman of the Association's Professional
,Rights and Responsibilities Committee (PR&R) that it consider submission of the grievance
to arbitration. If the committee determines that grievance has merit, it may submit 7the
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grievance to arbitration within thirty (30) days after the Stage II decision. The PR&R
'Committee shall notify the Superintendent of Schools Office in writing of its intent to
arbitrate a grievance. The notification shall identify the grievance, set forth the contentions
of the Association in support of the grievance and be accompanied by a copy of the
arbitration' form requesting the American Arbitration Association for a panel of five (5)
arbitrators. On receipt of the arbitration panel, representatives of the District and
Association shall alternately strike two (2) names. from the arbitrator list until one (1) name
remains who shall be designated as arbitrator for the grievance. The first striker shall be
determined by agreement or by lot. Either the District or the Association may request a
second panel of arbitrators if the first is unsatisfactory. The parties shall notify the American
Arbitration Association of their selected arbitrator and arrange for a hearing date, time, and
place.
4. The selected arbitrator shall hold a hearing with representatives of the Board
and the Association at the mutually agreeable time and place, and issue a written decision
and award on the grievance. Neither the Board nor the Association may in arbitration
introduce or rely on any grounds or evidence not disclosed to the other in Stage II of the
grievance procedure. The parties may waive an oral hearing in which case the arbitrator's
decision and award shall be rendered after final statements and proofs are submitted by the
Board and the Association.
5. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on a grievance
involving the interpretation or application of the specific terms of this agreement. Binding
arbitration shall not be held for any grievance involving provisions of this agreement that
involves the Board's discretion or right to set policy. In a grievance which may involve
matters not covered by binding arbitration, th,e arbitrator's decision and award shall be
advisory only, but each side shall have moral obligation to consider the arbitrator's
recommendation. Either or both parties to this agreement reserve the right to contest, in a
court of competent jurisdiction, an arbitration decision and award 'that violates this
agreement or applicable law.
6. The cost for the services of a selected arbitrator, including per diem
expenses, shall be borne equally by the Board and the Association.
7.. If requested, the Board and the Association agree to make available to each
other, as soon as possible, any information in their possession not privileged by law that is
relevant to a grievance. .
8. A class action grievance may be initiated at Stage II of the grievance
procedure by submitting such grievance in writing to the Superintendent of Schools. This
procedure may be used only if the Stage I principal is lacking in authority or jurisdiction over
the subject matter of the grievance. All other class action grievances shall be initiated at
Stage I of the grievance procedure.
. 9. If a grievance hearing is held during the instructional day which requires the
presence of the PR&R chairperson, the District will release the chairperson from class.
10. A grievance not appealed to another stage of the grievance procedure shall
be considered settled on the basis of the last decision rendered on the grievance.
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11. ,Grievance procedure records will not be kept in the employee's Personnel
file.
ARTICLE XXII. MISCELLANEOUS
1. This contract is the full and complete agreement between the Board and the
Association. It may be modified in whole or in part only by mutual consent of the parties in
a written and signed amendment to this agreement.
2. Any existing agreement or contract between the Board and an employee
covered by this agreement, heretofore executed, shall be subject to and consistent with the
terms and conditions of this agreement.
3. If any provision of this agreement or any application of the agreement to any
teacher or group of teachers shall be found contrary to the law, then such provision or
application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting except to the extent permitted by law,
but all other provisions or applications shall continue in full force and effect.
4. Sufficient copies of this agreement shall be pri'nted as soon as possible at
Board expense for the Association to have 100 copies in its office, one for each Association
, member, and two copies for each school library.
5.
just cause.
A teacher shall not be disciplined, reprimanded, or reduced i'n rank without
6. Before the Board adopts a change in policy or regulations that adversely
affects wages, hours, or conditions of employment, it will notify the Association in writing
that it is considering such change. If it is a mandatory subject of bargaining, the board and
the Association may then negotiate such change, if a contract violation would be involved.
7. Per Diem 'Rate = 1/School Calendar Days.
8. ,The Board may offer an Early Retirement Plan, or Plans, according to terms
and conditions, and at times, in ,its exclusive discretion. The Board's only obligation to the
Association in this regard shall be to give advance notice of the intent to exercise such
discretion before offering such Plan, or Plans, to the Instructional Staff. In suc~ an event
the Association shall be under no obligation to encourage participation in the Plan, or Plans,
but it shall not discourage such participation.
9. In addition to the Board's option per para. 8., Retirement Incentive Plan shall
be offered to any teacher in the employ and on the active payroll of the District as of the end
of the 1995-96 school-year, and who will at least attain the age of 55 prior to the start of
the 1996-97 school year, whereby the participant, may elect $100,000 life insurance
coverage guaranteed to be maintained for his/her life, policy to be chosen by District, or full
health insurance coverage until participant would have reached age 65. In either case the
participant shall grant the District a beneficial life insurable interest of $25,000 at ~he
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District's option and expense, which shall not impact the 'participant's coverage. In addition,
the participant shall be paid a lump-sum distribution upon the effective date of retirement
according to the following sliding scale:
$10,000
15,000
20,000
if less than 40 participants
if 40 or more participants
if 55 or more participants
The cut-off date for electing to participate in the Plan shall be March 15, 1996,
retirement to be effective June 30, 1996. (Parties acknowledge that a Plan substantially
equivalent to the foregoing has already been effectuated by their mutual agreement).
In the 1999-00, 2000-01 and 2001-02 school-years, a Retirement Incentive Plan will
be available to N.Y.S. Teachers Retirement System eligible teachers in the year in which
they reach age 55 by the last day of the school year as shown on the school calendar, (the
age cut-off date may be changed by written agreement between the Association's President
and the Superintendent of Schools). Retirees may choose any two of the following
benefits: long-term elder care insurance, full health insurance coverage 'until the participant
reaches age 65, $100,000 life insurance coverage as with the foregoing plans, or a lump-
sum distribution of $12,000 plus 10°tlo of the value of remaining sick days valuing each day
@ 1/185 of final salary. Election to participate in the Plan and choice of options shall be
filed no later than March 15th of the year of retirement.
10. The Association acknowledges negotiations on the subject of, and that it has
no objection to, the establishment of the Middle School with the understanding that the
District shall follow any controlling provisions of the Education Law and the Regulations of
the Commissioner of Education, and this Agreement, which protect tenure and seniority
rights. There shall be a one year opener, commencing July 1, 1996, should any issues
need to be addressed. relating to establishing the Middle School. The parties acknowledge
that the following issue has already been resolved under the reopener language:
Department Chairpersons shall assume the duties of Team Facilitators for the 7th
and 8th5 g ade t eacti g tea Chairpersons serving as Team Facilitators due to an
insufficient number of Chairpersons shall be given one duty period off per day in return.
ARTICLE XXIII. LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL
"IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL
FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL."
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ARTICLE XXIV. TERM OF AGREEMENT
This agreement shall be effective from the 1st day of July, 1996 until, as extended,
the 30th day of June, 2002.
ARTICLE XXV. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
Any other provision to the contrary in the agreement notwithstanding, except for
express, specific and absolutely clear limitations, such limitation may not be implied, upon
its broad authority to which the Board has previously agreed, the Board reserves its right to
manage the school district and its employees in a manner that it determines is in the best
interests of the students and the District with due regard for the educational needs of the
students, and the administrative needs and the financial resources of the District. That
includes, but is not limited to (within the bounds of law), the right to assign and establish the
duties of teachers, to configure the school day and to adopt, alter or enforce. policies,
procedures and/or regulations that the Board deems necessary to successfully operate the
District without the prior approval or agreement of the Association.
SO AGREED:
For the Board of Education, Clarkstown Central School District, pursuant to ratification
Resolution of Board adopted on January28,. 1999.
~
IS ~CJ
Dated
For the Clarkstown Teachers Association .pursuant to ratification vote of membership on
,2000:
V.I { Um
~~l~~Dated
Pcful Duddy, Presiden, TA
(jl;~# iM
Dr. William B. eeblnk .
Superintendent of School
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APPENDIX A
CLARKSTOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
PERSONNEL OFFICE
. .
PLEASE POST
2000-2001 PAID HOLIDAY CALENDAR
Independence Day Tuesday, July 4, 2000'
Labor Day Monday, September 4,2000
Columbus Day Monday, October 9,2000
Veteran's Day Friday, November 10,2000
Thanksgiving Thursday, November 23, 2000
Day after Thanksgiving Friday,. November 24,2000
For Christmas Eve Friday, December 22, 2000 .
Christmas Day Monday, December 25, 2000
For New Year's Eve Friday, December 29, 2000
New Year's Day Monday, January 1,2001
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Monday, January 15,2001
Good Friday
Monday, February 19, 2001
Friday, April 13,2001
President's Day
Day after Easter/Passover Monday, April 16,2001
Memorial Day Monday, May 28,2001
db/2/14/2000/cal200-200 1
Il
II
CLARKSTOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
COACHING SALARY 3~HEDULE
I
I'I
I
I
I. There is also an additional five percent which will
coach who has served more than 10 years in the same
APPENDfX B-1
Coaches
1996-97
Categories
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Levell
Level 2
Level 3
I'I
I
I
l
Coaches
: 1997-98;
Categories
Levell
Level 2
Level 3
I
Levell
Level 2
Level 3
a b c d e f q h i j k
4666 4680 4298 3786 3596 3326 3268 2924 2843 2676 2432
5088 5017 4693 4128 3953 3651 3591 3215 3126 2945 2764
5504 5409 4984 4474 4322 3979 3929 3514 3404 3214 3093
1 m n 0 p q r s t u v w
2408 2339 2321 2244 2111 2074 2042 1838 1760 1716 1619 1502
2696 2570 2514 2467 2310 2283 2244 2053 1975 1922 1817 1743
2986 2800 2718 2688 2504 2494 2429 2254 2187 2128 2019 1988
be received by any
sport
a bed e f q hi j k
4899 4914 4512 3975 3775 3492 3431'3070 2985 2809 2553
5342 5267 4927 4334 4150 3833 3770 3375 3282 3092 2902
5779 5679 5233 4697 4538 4177 4125 3689 3574 3374 3247
1 m no. p
. q r s t u 'v ~ w2528 2455 2437 2356 2216 2177 2144 1929 1848 1801 1699 1577
2830 2698 2639 2590 2425 2397 2356 2155 2073 2018 1907 1830
3135 2940 2853 2822 2629 2618 2550 2366 2296 2234 2119 2087
i There is also an additional five percent which will be received by any
,~ coach who has served more than 10 years in the same sport
Ii
,j
Iij
,!i,
,
J
Coaches
.!1998-99
Categories a b c d e f q h i j kLevel 1 5143 5159 4737 4173 3963 3666 3602 3223 3134 2949 2680Level 2 5609 5530 5173 4550 4357 4024 3958 3543 3'46 3246 3047Level 3 6067 5962 5494 4931 4764 4'385 4331 3873 3752 3542 3409
1 m n 0 p q r s t u v wLevel 1 2654 2577 2558 2473 2326 2285 2251 2025 1940 1891 1783 1655Level 2 2971 2832 2770 2719 2546 2516 2473 2262 2176 2118 2002 1921Level 3 3291 3087 2995 2963 2760 2748 2677 2484 2410 2345 2224 2191
CLARKSTOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
APPENDIX B-2
COACHING SALARY SCHEDULE
There is also an additional five percent which will be received by any
coach who has served more than 10 years in the same sport
Coaches
1999-00
Categories
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
a bed e f q h i j k
5400 5416 4973 4381 4161 3849 3782 3384 3290 3096 2814
5889 5806 5431 4777 4574 4225 4155 3720 3618.3408 3199
6370 6260 5768 5177 5002 4604 4547 4066 3939 3719 3579
1 m n 0 p q r .s t u v w
Level 1 2786 2705 2685 2596 2442 2399 2363 2126 2037 1985 1872 1737
Level 2 3119.2973 2908 2854 2673 2641 2596 2375 2284 2223 2102 2017
Level 3. 3455 3241 3144 3111 2898 2885 2810 2608 2530 2462 2335 2300
.
There is also an additional five percent which will be received by any
coach who has served more than 10 years
l
Clarkstown Central School District
Coaches Salary Grid
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.
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.
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.
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.
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Level 2IB
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;
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.
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.
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..
"--
0_.
--
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APPENDIX 8-4
Clarkstown North High School
Congers Road
New City, NY 10956
Fred Bruntrager
Athletic Coordinator
Department Chairperson Physical Education
914-639-6580,6581
Voice Mail: 914-639-4684
Fax: 914-639-6778
Clarkstown Central School District Coachine Salanr Schedule:
Sport C3tggories
A. Varsity Football, Varsity Basketball
B. Varsity Wrestling, Varsity Boys' Swimming, Varsity Winter Track
C. Varsity Ice-Hockey, Varsity Gymnastics, Varsity Baseball
D. Varsity Field Hockey, Varsity Girls' Swimming, V~rsity Soccer, Varsity
Lacrosse, Varsity Spring Track, Varsity Softball, Ass't Varsity Football
E. JV Basketball, JV Football, Varsity Cross-Country, Varsity Golf, Varsity Girls'
Fall Tennis, Ass't Varsity Winter Track, Ass't Varsity Boys Swimming, Varsity
Volleyball, Varsity Boys Spring Tennis,
F. JV Wrestling JV Baseball, Freshman Football
G. JV Ice-Hockey, JV Gymnastics, Ass't Varsity Spring Track
H. Freshman Basketball, JV Field Hockey, Ass't Girls Swimming, JV Soccer, JV Volleyball, JV
Lacrosse, JV Softball, JV Tennis
I. JH Football, JH Basketball, Ass't Varsity Cross Country
J. Varsity Skiing, Freshman Baseball, Ass't JH Football, Freshman Lacrosse, Freshman Softball,
Varsity Bowling, Varsity Crew, Varsity Fencing
K. Freshman Soccer, MS Wrestling MS Gymnastics, MS Field Hockey, MS Soccer, MS Cross Country,
MS Fall Tennis, MS Baseball, MS Softball, MS Spring Tennis, MS Volleyball, MS Spring Track, MS
Lacrosse
L. Junior Varsity Football Cheerleading, Junior Varsity Basketball Cheerleading
M. Varsity Football Cheerleading, Varsity Basketball Cheerleading
DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON SALARY' SCHEDULE
APPENDIX C'-l
I of Pull-time
Teachers
°Instruc:t:ionalIncl.udinq
Middle
Dept. Beads 95-96 96-7 97-8 98-9 99-0 PerioCls/Dav
- -~.;: 4.~ 1747 1802 1866 1930 1993 5& 5 - 9.9 2837 2927 3032 3136 3239 4
. Senior Biqh 10-14.9 3981 4108 4255 4401 4546 3
. Schools 15 - 19. 9 5104 5267 5456 5644 5830 2
20+ 5104 5267 5456 5644 5830 1
Elementary 95-96 96-7 97-8 98-9 99-02 - 4.9 1747 1i02 1866 1930 19935 - 9.9 2837 2927 3032 3136 3239
10-14.9 3981 4108 4255 4401 4546
15 - 19. 9 5104 5267 5456 5644 5830
APPENDIX D-l SPECIAL SERVICES CONTRACTS
9~-96 9"6-7 97-H ~~-9. 99-0
MIDDLE SCHOOL - -
GO Coordinator 1157 1214 1274 1337 1403GO Store 1056 1108 1163 1221 1282GO Treasurer 1582 1661 1744 1831 1922
GO Advisor East: 743 780 819 859 901
GO Advisor West: 743 780 819 859 901
GO Advisor South 743 780 819 859 901
Visual Aides 1319 1384 1453 1525 1601
Literary Kaqazine 526 552 579 607 637
Kemory Book Advisor 992 1041 1093 1147 1204
Junior Honor Society 136 142 149 156 163
School Newspapers 1579 1657 1739 1825 1916
DistrictWide
TV ~omputer 9306 9771 10259 10771 11309
Sr Biqh
GO Advisor 2326 2442 2564 2692 2826
GO Activities 2629 2760 2898 3042 3194
GO store 1052 1104 1159 1216 1276
GO Treasurer 2105 2210 2320 2436 2557
Cheerleaders 1848 1940 2037 2138 2244
Twirlers&Colar Gaurd 1582 1661 1744 1831 1922
Marchinq Band 1848 1940 2037 2138 2244
Band Activities 2629 2760 2898 3042 3194
Dramatics Coach 1582 1661 1744 1831 1922
School Newspaper 2105 2210 2320 2436 2557
Yearbook Adviser (2) 1582 1661 1744 1831 1922
Troubadour Advisor 1582 1661 1744 1831 1922
Literary Haqazine 526 552 579 607 637
Class Advisor (f) 196 205 215 225 236
Class Advisor (s) 398 417 437 458 480
Class Advisor (j) 596 625 656 688 722
Class Advisor (sr) 992 1041 1093 1~47 1204
Mu Alpha Theta 526 552 579 607 637
Hat Honor Society 526 552 579 607 637
Science P~oaram Advisors 2563 2691 2825 2966 3114
J
DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON SALARY SCHEDULE
Appendix C - 2
2 - 4~9
5 - 9.9
10 - 14.9
15 - 19.9
20+
Appendix D - 2
SPECIALMiddle School
GO Coord~nator
GO Store
GO Treasurer
GO Advisor East
GO Advisor West
GO Advisor South
Visual Aides
Literary Magazine
Memory Book Advisor
Junior Honor Society
School Newspapers
TV Computer
~~~J\t foIu~H
GO Activities
GO Store
GO Treasurer
Twirlers and color gaurd
Marching Band
Band Activities
Dramatics Coach
School Newspaper
Yearbook Advisor
Troubadour Advisor
Literary Magazine
Class Advisor (f)
Class Advisor (s)
Class Advisor (j)
Class Advisor (sr)
Mu Alpha Theta
Nat Honor Society
Science Program Advisors
~
1999-2000
1993
3239
4546
5830
5830
1999-00
2000-01
2092
3400
47"73
6121
6121
2001-02
2196
3570
5011
6427
6427
2000-01 2001-02
SERVICE CONTRACTS
1403 1473
1282 1346
1922 2018
901 946
901 946
901 946
1601 1681
637 668
1204 1264
163 171
1916 2011
11309
2826
3194
1276
2557
1922
2244
3194
1922
2557
1922
1922
637
236
480
722
1204
637
637
3114
11874
2967
3353
1339
2684
2018
2356
3353
2018
2684
2018
2018
668
247
504
758
1264
668
668
3269
1546
1413
2118
993
993
993
1765
701
1327
179
2111
12467
3115
3520
1405
2818
2118
2473
3520
2118
2818
2118
2118
701
259
529
795
1327
701
701
3432
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
150
15.5
16.0
16.5
17.0
17.5
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5 '
20.0
20.5
21.0
21.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5
24.0
24.5
25.0
SALARY INDEX
BA BA+15
2 BA+301 3
1.0000 1.0550 1.1100
1.0250 1.0814 1.1378
1.0500 1.1078 1.1655
1.0750 1.1341 1.1932
1.1000 1.1605 1.2210
1.1250 1.1869 1.2487
1.1500 1.2133 1.2765
1.1750 1.2396 .1.3042
1.2000 1.2660 1.3320
1.2250 1.2924 1.3597
1.2500 1.3188 1.3875
1.2750 1.3451 1.4152
1.3000 1.3715 1.4430
1.3250 1.3979 1.4707
,
1.3500 1.4243 1.4985
1.3750 1.4506 1.5262
1.4000 1.4770 1.5540
1.4250 1.5034 1.5817
1.4500, 1.5298 1.6095
1.4750 1.5561 1.6372
1.5000 1.5825 1.6650
1.5250 1.6089 1.6927
1.5500 1.6353 1.7205
1.5750 1.6616 1.7482
1.6000 1.6880 1.7760
1.6250 1.7144 1.8037
1.6500 1.7408 1.8315
1.6500 1.7408 1.8592
1.6500 1.7408 1.8870
1.6500 1.7408 1.8870
1.6500 1.7408 1.8870
1.6500 1.7408 1.8870
1.6500 1.7408 1.8870
1.6500 1.7408 1.8870
1.6500 1.7408 1.8870
,1.6500 1.7408 1.8870
1.7000 1.7935 1.9425
1.7000 1.7935 1.9425
1.7000 1.7935 1.9425
1.7000 1.7935 1.9425
1.7000 1.7935 1.9425
1.7000 1.7935 1.9425
1.7500 1.8463 1.9980
1.7500 1.8463 1.9980
1.7500 1.8463 1.9980
1.7500 1.8463 1.9980
1.7500 1.8463 1.9980
1.7500 1.8463 1.9980
1.8000 1.8990 2.0535
*Eliminated as a column.
&\+45
~4
1.1650
1.1941
1.2233
1.2524
1.2815
1.3106
1.3398
1.3689
1.3980
1.4271
1.4563
1.4854
1.5145
1.5436
1.5728
1'.6019
1.6310
1.6601
1.6893
1.7184
1.7475
1.7766
1.8058
1.8349
1.8640
1.8931
1.9223
1.9514
1.9805
1.9805
1.9805
1.9805
1.9805
1.9805
1.9805
1.9805
, 2.0388
2.0388,
2.0388
2.0388
2.0388
2.0388
2.0970
2.0970
2.0970
2.0970
2.0970
2.0970
2.1553
BA+60 # APPENDIX D(prior to 7-1-96
MA+15
S MA+30 ~+45 MA+60 ICC. g678
1.2200 1.2750 1.3300 1.3850 1..4400
1.2505 1.3069 1.3632 1.4196 1..4760
1.2810 1.3388 1.3965 1.4542 1..5120
1.3115 1.3706 1.4297 1.4889 1..5480
1.3420 1.4025 1.4630 1.5235 1..5840,
1.3725 1.4344 1.4962 1.5581 1..6200
1.4030 '1.4663 1.5295 1.5927' 1..6560
1.4335 1~4981 1.5627 1.6274 1..6920
1.4640 1.5300 1.5960 1.6620 1..7280
1.4945 1.5619 1.6292 1.6966 1.7640
1.5250 1.5938 1.6625 1.7312 1.8000
1.5555 1.6256 1.6957 1.7659 1.8360
1.5860 1.6575 1.7290 1.8005 1.8720
1.6165 1.6894 1.7622 1.8351 1.9080
1.6470 1.7213 1.7955 1.8697 1.9440
1.6775 1.7531 1.8287 1.9044 1.9800
1.7080 1.7850 1.8620 1.9390 2~0160
1.7385 1.8169 1.8952 1.9736 2~0520
1.7690 1.8488 1.9285 2.0082 2~0880
1'.7995 1.8806 1.9617 2.0429 2~1240
1.8300 1.9125 1.9950 2.0775 2~1600
1.8605 1.9444 2.0282 2.1121 2~1960
1.8910 '1.9763 2.0615 2.1467 ~~232O
1.9215 2.0081 2.0947 2.1814 ~~2680
1.9520 2.0400 2.1280 2.2160 ~~3040
1.9825 2.0719 2.1612' 2.2506 ~t3400
2.0130 2.1038 2.1945 2.2852 ~_3760
2.0435 2.1356 222.77 2.3199 ~t4120
20740 2.1675 2.2610 2.3545' :!.4480
2.0740 2.1675 2.2610 2.3545 :!.4480
2.0740 2.1675 2.2610 2.3545 ~!.4480
2.0740 2.1675 2.2610 2.3545 :2.4480
2.0740 2.1675' 2.2610 2.3545 :2.4480
2.0740 2.1675 2.2610 2.3545 :2.4480
2.0740 2.1675 2.2610 2.3545 :2.4480
2.0740' 2.1675 2.2610 2.3545 :2.4480
2.1350 2.2313 2.3275 2.4237 :2.5200
2.1350 2.2313 2.3275 2.4237 :2.5200
2.1350 2.2313 2.3275 2.4237 2.5200
2.1350 2.2313 2.3275
'
2.4237 2.5200
2.1350 2.2313 2.3275 2.4237 2.5200
2.1350 2.2313 2.3275 2.4237 2.5200
2.1960 ~50 ~940 2.4930 ~5920
2.1960 ~50 23940 2.4930 ~S920
2.1960 2.2950 2.3940 ~4930 2.5920
2.1960 2.2950 ~3940 2.4930 2.5920
2.1960 2.2950 2.3940 2.4930 2.5920
2.1960 2.2950 2.3940 2.4930 2.5920
2.2570 2.3588 2.4605 2.5622 2.6640
j
-.
APPENDIX E.1 Schedule 1995-96
-
-
.
BA+45
~+6C
.
step SA BA+1.5 .esA+30 HA ~1.5 &+30 HA+45 HA+60 DOC1.0 30,732 32,422 34,112 35~803 37,493 39,183 40,874 42,564 44,254
1.5 31,500 33,234 34,967 G6.697 38,430 40,164 41,894 43,627 45,360
2.0 32,269 34,045 35,818 37,594 39,368 41,144 42,917 44,690 46,467
2.5 33,037 34,853 36,669 38,489 40,305 42,121 43,938 45,757 47,573
3.0 33,805 35,664 37,524 39,383 41,242 43,102 44,961 46,820 48,679
3.5 34,573 36,476 38,375 40,277 42,180 44,082 45,981 47,883 49,786
4.0 35,342 37,287 39,229 41,175 43,11~ 45,062 ~7,005 48,947 50,892
4.5 36,110 38,095 40,081 42,069 44,054 46,040 48,025 50,013 51,998
5.0 36,878 38,907 40,935 42,963 44,992 47,020 49,048 51,077 53,105
~.S 37,647 39,718 41,786 43,858 45,929 48,000 50,069 52,140 54,211
6.0 ~8,415 40,529 °42;641 44,755 46,866 48,981 51,092 53,203 55,318
6.5 39,183 41,338 43,492 45,649 47,804 49,958 52,112 54,270 56,424
7.0 39,952 42,149 44,346 46,544 48,741 50,938 53,136 55,333 57,530
7.5 40,720 42,960 45,198 ~7,438 49,678 51,919 54,156 56,396 58,637
8.0 41,488 43,772 46,052 48,33550,616
52,899 55,179 57,460 59,743-8.5 42,256 44,580 46,903 49,230 51,!53 3 7656,200 8 526 60 8 9
9.u 43,025 45,391 47,757 50,124 52,490 54,857 57,223 59,589 61,956
9.5 43,793 46,202 48,609 51,018 53,428 55,837 58,243 ~0,653 63,062
10.0 44,561 47,014 49,463 51,916 54,365 56,817 59,267 61,716 64,168
10.S 45,330 47,822 50,314 52,810 55,302 57,795 60,287 62,782 65,275
11.0 46,098 48,633 51,169 53,704 56,240 58,775 61,310 63,846 66,381
11.5 46,866 49;445 52,020 54,598 57,177 59,755 62,331 64,909 67,487
12.0 47,635 50,256 52,874 55,49~ 58,114 60,736 63,354 65,972 68,594
12.5 48,403 51,064 53,726 56,390 59,051 &1,713 64,374 67,039 69,700
13.0 49,171 51,876 54,580 57,284 59,989 &2,&93 15,398 68,102 7D,806
13.5 49,939 52,687 55,431 58,179 &0,926 &3,&74 66,418 69,165 71,913
14.0 50,708 53,498 56,286 59,076 ' &1,8&3 &4,654 67,441 70,229 73',019
14.5 50,708 53,498 57,137 59,970 62,801 65,631 68,462 71,295 74,126
15.0 50,708 53,498 57,991 60,865 63,738 66,612 69,485 72,358 75,232
15.5 50,708 53,498 57,991 60,S6S 63,738 &6,612 69,485 72,358 75,232
16.0 50,708 53,498 57,991 60,865 63,738 &~,612 69,485 7~,358 75,232
16.5 50,708 53,498 57,991 60,865 63,738 66,612 69,485 72,358 75,232
17.0 50,708 53,498 57,991 60,865 63,738 66,61% 69,485 72,358 '75,232
17.5 . 50,708 53,498 57,991 60,865 63,738 66,612 69,485 72,358 75,232
18.0 50,708 53,498 57,991 60,865 63,738 66,61269,485 72,358 75,232
18.5 50,708 53,498 57,991 60,865 63,738 66,612 69,485 72,358 75,232
19.0 52,244 55,118 .59,697 62,656 65,613'68,572 71,529 74,485 77,445
19.5 52,244 55,118 59,697 62,656 65,613 68,572 71,529 74,485 77,445
20.0 52,244 55,118 59,697 62,656 65,613 68,572 71,529 74,485 77,445
20.5 52,244 55,118 59,697 62,656 65,613 68,572 71,529 74,485 77,445
21.0 52,244 55,118 59,697 62,656 65,613 68,572 71,529 74,485 77,445
21.5 52,244 5!S,118 59,697 62,656 65,613 68,572 71,529 74,485 77,445'
22.0 53,781 56,740 61,402 64,44567,487 70,530 73,572 76,615 79,657
22.5 53,781 56,740 61,402 64,445 ,67,487 70,53Q 73,572 16,&l! 79,657
23.0 S3,781 56,740 61,402 64,445 .67,487 70,530 73,572 76,615 79,657
23.5 53,181 56,740 61,402 64,445 :67,487 70,530 73,572 16,615 79,&57
24.0 53,781 56,740 61,402 64,445 '67,487 70,530 73,572 16,615 79,657
24.5 53,781 56,740 61,402 64,445 i67,487 70,530 13,572 76,615 79',657
25.0 55,318 58,360 63,108 66,237 !69,362 72,491 75,61S'78,741 81,870
*Eliminated as a column.
~_:.:",
APPENDrx E - 2
.
SA BA+15 BA+30 KA KA+1st &+30 HA+45 &+60 DOC
Schedule 1996-97
Employees Whose Effect Date Was Prior t~ 7/1/96
Step
1 31715 33460 35204 36949 38693 40437 42182 43926 45670
1.5 32508 34297 36086 37871 39660 41449 43235 45023 46812
2 33302 35134 36964 38797 40628 42461 44290 46120 47954
2.5' 34094 35968 37842 39721 41595 43469 45344 47221 49095
3 34887 36805 38725 40643 42562 44481 46400 48318. 50237
3.5 35679 37643 39603 41566 43530 45493 47452 49415 51379
4 36473 38480 40484 42493 44497 46504 48509 50513 52521
4.5 37266 39314 41364 43415 45464 47513 49562 51613 53662
5 38058 40152 42245 44338 46432 48525 50618 52711 54804
5.5 38852 40989 43123 45261 47399 49536 51671 ,53808 55946
6 39644 41826 44006 46187 48366 50548 52727 54905 57088
6.5 40437 42661 44884 47110 49334 51557 53780 56007 58230
7 41230 43498 45765 48033 50301 52568 54836 57104 59371
7.5 42023 44335 46644 48956 51268 53580 55889 58201 60513
8 42816 45173 47526 49882 52236 54592 56945 59299 61655
8.5 43608 46007 48404 50805 53203 55600 57998 60399 .62796
9 44402 46844 49285 51728 54170 56612 59054 61496 63939
9.5 45194 47680 50164 52651 55138 57624 60107 62594 65080
10 45987 48518 51046 53577 56105 58635 61164 63691 66221
10.5 46781 49352 51924 54500 57072 59644 62216 64791 67364
11 47573 50189 52806 55423 58040 60656 63272 65889 68505
11.5 48366 51027, 53685 56345 59007 61667 64326 66986 69647
12 49159 51864 54566 57272 59974 62680 65381 68083 70789
12.5 49952 52698 55445 58194 60941 63688 66434 69184 71930
13 50744 53536 56327 59117 61909 64699 67491 70281 73072
13.5 51537 54373 57205 60041 62876 65712 68543 '71378 74214
14 52331 55210 58087 60966 63843 66723 69599 72549 75356
14.5 52331 55210 58965 61889 64811 67731 70653 73576 76498
15 52331 55210 59847 62813 65778 68744 71709 74673 77639
15.5 52331 55210 59847 62813 65778 68744 71709 74673 77639
1.6 52331 5521'0 59841 62813 65778 68744 71709 74673 77639
16.5 52331 55210 59847 62813 65778 68744 71109 74673 77639
17 52331 55210 59847 62813 65778 68144 71109 74673 77639
17.5 52331 55210 59847 62813 65778 68744 71709 74673 77639
18 52331 55210 59847 62813 65778 68744 71709 74673 77639
18.5 52331 55210 59847 62813 65778 68744 71709 74673 77639
19 53916 56882 61607 64661 67713 70166 73818 76869 79923
19.5 53916 56882 61601 64661 67713 70766 73818 76869 79923
20 53916 56882 61607 64661 67713 70766 73818 76869 79923
~O'~5 53916 56882 61607 64661 67713 70166 73818 76869 79923
21 53916 56882 61607 64661 67713 70166 13818 76869 79923
~1.5 53916 56882 61607 64661 67713 70766 73818 76869 79923
22 55502 58556 63367 66507 69647 72787 75926 79067 82206
:2.5 55502, 58556 63367 66507 69647 72787 75926 79067 82206
23 55502 58556 63367 66507 69647 72187 75926 79067 82206
3.5 55502 58556 63367 66507 69647 72787 7592'6 79067 82206
24 55502 58556 63367 66507 69647 72187 75926 79067 82206
4.5 55502 58556 63361 66507 69647 72787 75926 79067 82206
25 57088 60228 65121 68357 71582 74811 78036 81261 84490
1
*ELIMINATED AS A COLUMN
AP~END:rJr; E
-
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SA BA+15 BA+30 HA KA+1s1 HA+30 HA+45 MA+60 DOC
Schedule 1997-98
Employees Whose Effect Date Was Prior to 7/1/96
step
1 32857 34664 36471 38279 0086 41893 43701 45507 47314
1.5 33678 35532 37385 39235 1088 42941 44791 46644 48497
2- 34500 36399 38295 40194 2090 43989 45885 47780 49680
2.5 35322 37263 39205 41151 3092 45034 46976 48921 50863
3 36143 38130 40119 42106 4094 46083 48070 50058 52045
3.5 36964 38998 41029 43062 5097 47130 49161 51194 53229
4 37786 39865 41942 44022 6099 48178 50255 52332 54411
4.5 38607 40729 42853 44978 7100 49224 51346 53471 55594
5 39428 41597 43766 45934 8103 50272 52440 54609 56777
5.5 40250 42465 44676 46891 9105 51319 53531 55746 57960
6 41071 43332 45590 47850 0107 52368 54625 56882 59143
6.5 41893 44197 46500 48806 1110 53413 55716 58023 60326
7 42715 45064 47413 49763 2112 54460 56810 59159 61508
7.5 43536 45931 48324 50718 3113 55509 57901 60296 62692
8 44357 46799 49237 51677 4116 56557 58995 61433 63874
8.5 45178 47663 50146 52634 5118 57602 60086 62573 65057
9 46000 48530 51059 53590 6120 58650 61180 63710 66240
9.5 46821 49397 51970 54546 7123 59698 62271 64847 67423
10 47642 50265 52883 55506 8124 60746 63365 65984 68605
10.5 48465 51129 53793 56462 9126 61792 64456 67124 69789
11 49286 51996 54707 57418 0129 62839 65550 68261 70971
11.5 50107 52864 55617 58374 113 63887 66641 69398 72154
12 50929 53731 56530 59334 2133 64936- 67735 70534 73337.
12.5 51750 54595 57441 60289 3134 65981 68826 71675 74520
13 52571 55463 58354 61245 4137 67028 69920 72811 75702
13.5 53392 56330 59264 62202 5139 - 68077 71011 73948 76886
14 54215 57197 60178 63161- 614 69125 72105 75160 78068
14.5 54215 57197 61088 64117 714"4 70170 73196 76225 79252
15 54215 57197 62001 65074 8146 71218 74290 77362 80434
15.5 54215 57197 62001 65074 8146 71218 74290 77362 80434
16 54215 57197 62001 65074 8146 71218 74290 77362 80434
16.5 54215 57197 62001 65074 8146 71218 74290 77362 80434
17 54215 57197 62001 65074 8146 71218 74290 77362 80434
17.5 54215 57197 62001 65074 8146 71218 74290 77362 80434
18 54215 57197 62001 65074 8146 71218 74290 77362 80434
18.5 54215 57197 62001 65074 8146 71218 74290 77362 80434
19 55857 58930 63825 66989 0150 73314 76475 79636 82800
19.5 55857 58930 63825 66989 0150 73314 76475 79636 82800
20 55857 58930 63825 66989 0150 73314 76475 79636 82800
20.5 55857 58930 63825 66989 0150 73314 76475 79636 82800
21 55857 58930 63825 66989 0150 73314 76475 79636 82800
21.5 55857 58930 63825 66989 0150 73314 76475 79636 82800
22 57500 60664 65648 68902 2154 75407 78660 81913 85165
22.5 57500 60664 65648 68902 72154 75407 78660 81913 85165
23 57500 60664 65648 68902 72154 75407 78660 81913 85165
23.5 57500 60664 65648 68902 72154 75407 78660 81913 85165
24 57500 60664 65648 68902 72154 75407 78660 81913 85165
24.5 57500 60664 65648 68902 72154 75407 78660 81913 85165
25 59143 62396 67472 70817 74159 77504 80845 84186 87531
*ELININATED AS A COLUMN
APPENDIX'E - 4
SA 'BA+15 BA+30 MA HA+J HA+30 MA+45 MA+60 DOC
Schedule 1998-99
Employees Whose Effect Date Was Prior to 7/1/96
step
1 33991 35860 37729 39599 41469 43338 45208 47077 489471.5 34840 36758 38675 40588 42505 44423 46336 48253 501702 35691 37655 39616 41580 43542 45507 47468 49429 513942.5 '36540 38549 40557 42570 44579 46587 48597 50609 526183 37390 39446 ' 41503 43559 45615 47672 49729 51785 538413.5 38239 40344 42444 44548 46653 48756 50857 52960 550654 39090 41241 43389 45541 47689 49840 51989 54137 562884.5 39939 42135 44331 46530 48725 50922 53117 55316 575125 40788 43033 45276 47519 49763 52006 54249 56493 587365.5 41639 43930 46217 48509 50799 53090 55378 57669 599596 42488 44827 47163 49501 51836 54175 56510 58845 611846.5 43338 45721 48104 50490 52873 55255 57638 60025 62407
7 44188 46618 49048 51479 53909 56339 58770 61200 636307.5 45038 47515 49991 52468 54946 57424 59899 ' 62376 64855
8 45887 48413 50935 53460 55983 58508 61030 63553 660788.5 46737 49307 51876 54450 5702 59589 62159 64732 67301
9 47587 50204 52821 55439 5805 60674 63291 65908 685269.5 48437 51101 53763 56428 59093 61758 . 64419 67085 .6974910 49286 51999 54708 57421 6013 62842 65552 68260 7097210.5 50137 52893 55649 58410 6116 63923 66680 69439 72197
11 50986 53790 56595 59399 6220 65007 67811 70616 73420
"..1.551836 54688 57536 60387 6324 66091 68940 71792 7464312 52686 55585 58481 61381 6427 67176 70072 72968 75868
~2.5 53536 56479 59423 62369 5313 68257 71200 74148 77091
13 54385 57377 60368 63358 635 69341 72333 75323 78314
-.3. 5 55234 58274 61309 64348 7386 70426 73461 76499 79538
14 56085 59171 62254 65340 8423 71510 74592 77753 80762
.4.5 56085 59171 63196 66329 9460 72590 75722 78855 81986
15 56085 59171 64140 67319 0497 73675 76853 80031 83209
~5.5 56085 59171 64140 67319 049 73675 76853 80031 83209
16 56085 59171 64140 67319 0497 73675 76853 80031 83209
6.5 56085 59171 64140 67319 . 0497 73675 76853 80031 83209
17 56085 59171 64140 67319 0497 73675 . 76853 80031 83209
7.5 56085 59171 64140 67319 0497 73675 76853 80031 83209
18 56085 59171 64140 67319 0497 73675 76853 80031 83209
3.5 56085 59171 64140 67319 0497 73675 76853 80031 83209
19 57784 60963 66027 69300 2570 75843 79114 82383 856573.5 57784 60963 66027 69300 2570 75843 79114 82383 85657
20 57784 60963 66027 69300' 2570 75843 79114 82383 85657
J.5 57784 60963 66027 69300 2570 75843 79114 82383 85657
21 57784 60963 66027 69300 2570 75843 79114 82383 85657
1..5 57784 60963 '66027 69300 2570 75843 79114 82383 85657
22 59484 62757 67913 71279 4643 78009 81373 84739 88104
!.5 59484 62757 67913 71279 4643 78009 81373 84739 8810423 59484 62757 67913 71279 4643 78009 81373 84739 88104
;.5 59484 62757 67913 71279 4643 78009 81373 84739 88104
24 59484 62757 67913 71279 74643 78009 81373 84739 88104
:.5 59484 62757 67913 71279 74643 78009 81373 84739 88104
25 61184 64548 69800 73261 76717 80178 83634 87091 90551
*ELIMINATED AS A COLUMN
-
APPENDIX E - 5
BA BA+15 BA+30 MA HA+1~ HA+30 MA+45 MA+60 DOC
Schedule . 1999-00
Employees Whose Effect Date Was Prior to 7/1/96
step
1 35112 37043 38974 40906 42837 44768 46700 48631 50562
1.5 35990 37971 39951 41928 43908 45889 47865 49845 51825
2. 36869 38898 40923 42953 44979 47009 49034 51060 53090
2.5 37746 39821 41896 43975 46050 48125 50201 52279 54354
,3 38623 40747 42873 44997 47121 49246 51370 53494 55618
3.5 39501 41675 43845 46018 48192 50365 52535 54708 56882
4 40380 42602 44821 47044 49263 51485 53705 55924 58146
4.5 41257 43525 45794 48065 50333 52602 54870 57142 59410
5 42134 44453 46770 49087 51405 53722 56039 58357 606745.5 43013 .45379 47742 50109 52476 54842 57206 59572 61938
6 43891 46306 48719 51134 53546 55963. 58374 60786 63203
6.5 44768 47230 49691 52156 54618 57079 59540 62005 64467
7 45647 48157 50667 53178 55688 58199 60710 63220 65730
7.5 46524 49083 51640 54200 56759 59319 61875 64435 66995
8 47402 50011 52616 55225 57831 60439 63044 65650 68259
8.5 48279 50934 53588 56247 58901 61555 64211 66868 69522
9 49158 51861 54564 57269 59972 62676 65379 68083 70787
9.5 50035 52787 55538 58290 61043 63796 . 66545 69298 72051
10 50913 53715 56513 59316 62114 64916 67715 70513 73314
10.5 51791 54638 57486 60337 63185 66033 68880 71731 74579
11 52669 55565 58462 61359 64256 67153 70049 72946 75843
11.5 53546 56493 59435 62380 65327 .68272 71215 74161 77106
12 54425 57419 60411 63406 66397 69393 72384 75375 78371
12.5 55302 58343 61384 64428 67468 70509 73550 76595 79635
13 56180 59270 62360 65449 68540 71629 74720 77809 80898
13.5 57057 60197 63332' 66472 69610 72750 75885 79024 82163
14 57936 61123 64309 67497 70681 73870 77054 80319 83427
14.5 57936 61123 65281 68518 71752 74986 78220 81457 84692
15 57936 61123 66257 69541 72823 76107 79389 82672 85955
L5.5 57936 61123 66257 69541 72823 76.107. 79389 82672 85955
16 57936 61123 . 66257 69541 72823 76107 79389 82672 85955l6.5 57936 61123 66257 69541 72823 76107 79389 82672 85955
17 57936 '61123 66257 69541 72823 76107 79389 82672 85955L7.5 57936 61123 66257 69541 72823 76107 79389 82672 85955
18 57936 61123 66257 69541 72823 76107 79389 82672 85955L8.5 57936 61123 66257 69541 72823 76107 79389 82672 85955
19 59691 62974 68206 71587 74965 78346 81725 85102 . 88484L9.5 59691 62974 68206 71587 74965 78346 81725 85102 8848420 59691 62974 68206 71587 . 74965 78346 81725 85102 88484
!0.5 59691 62974 68206 71587 74965 78346 81725 85102 88484
21 59691 62974 68206 71587 74965 78346 81725 85102 88484!1.5 59691 62974 68206 71587 74965 78346 81725 85102 88484
22 61447 64828 70154 73631 77106 80583 84059 87535 91011
~2.5 61447 64828 70154 73631 77106 80583 84059 87535 91011
23 61447 64828 70154 73631 77106 80583 84059 87535 91011
:3.5 61447 64828 70154 73631 77106 80583 84059 87535 91011
24 61447 64828 70154 73631 77106 80583 84059 87535 91011
:4.5 61447 64828 70154 73631 77106 80583 84059 87535 91011
25 63203 66679 72103 75678 79249 82824 86394 89965 93540
*ELIMINATED AS A COLUMN
APPENDIX E-6
2000-2001; F~+~~ose ~ir~i~r~~~~1~45BA BA+15 MA+60 DOC
~1 36095 38080 40065 42051 .44036 46021 48007 49992 51977
1.5 36997 39.034 41.069 43101 45137 47173 49205 51241 53276
2 37900 39986 42.069 44155 46238 48324 50407 52489 54576
2.5 38802 4.0935 43.068 45206 47339 49472 51606 53742 55875
3 397.04 41888 44.072 46256 48439 5.0624 52807 54991 57174
3.5 4.06.06 42842 45.072 47306 49541 51775 54.0.05 56239 58475
4 4151.0 43794 46.075 48361 50642 52926 552.08 57489 59774
4.5 42412 44743 47.076 49411 51742 54.075 564.06 58741 61.073
5 43314 45697 48.079 5.0461 52844 55226 '576.08 . 59991 62372
5.5 44217 46649 49.078 51512 53944 56377 588.07 61239 6367:
6 45119 476.02 5.0.083 52566 55.045 57529 6.0.0.08 62488 64972
6.5 46.021 48552 51.082 53616 56147 58677 612.07 63741 66271
7 46924 495.05 52.085 54667 57247 59828 624.09 6499.0 67570
7.5 47826 5.0457 53086 55717 58348 6.098.0 63607 66238 68870
8 48728 51411 54089 56770 59449 62131 .648.0 9 67488 70169
8.5 49630 52360 55.088 57822 6055.0 63278 66.0.08 68740 71468
9 5.0534 53313 56091 58872 61650 64431 67210 69988 72769
9.5 51436 54265 57.092 59922 62752 65582 684.08 71238 74068
10 52338 55219 58095 6.0976 63853 66733 6961.0 72487 75367
1.0.5 53241 56168 59.095 . 62026 64953 67881 7.0808 73739 76667
11 54143 5712.0 6.0.099 63076 66.055 69.032 72010 74988 77966
11.5 55.045 58.074 61.098 64126 67155 7.0183 732.09 76237 79265
12 55948 5902.7 621.01 65181 68256 71336 74411 77485 80~;65
12.5 56850 59976 631.02 66231 69357 72483 756.09 78739 81864
13 57752 60929 641.05 67281 70458 73634 76811 79987 83163
13.5 58654 61882 651.05 68332 71559 74786 78.0.09 81236 84463
14 59557 62834 661.09 69386 72659 75937 79211 82568 85762
14.5 59557 62834 671.09 7.0436 73761 77.085 8041.0 83737 87()63
15 59557 62834 68112 71487 74862 78237 81612 . 84986 88362
15.5 59557 62834 68112 71487 74862 78237 8161.2 84986 88362
16 59557 62834 68112 71487 74862 78237 81612 84986 88362
16.5 59557 62834 68112 71487 74862 78237 81612 84986 88362
17 59557 62834 68112 71487 74862 78237 81612 84986 88362
17.5 59557 62834 68112 71487 74862 78237 81612 84986 88362
18 59557 62834 68112 71487 74862 78237 81612 849.86 88:362
18.5 59557 62834 68112 71487 74862 78237 81612 84986 88.362
19 61362 64737 70115 73591 77064 8.0539 84.012 87484 9.0961
19.5 61362 64737 7.0115 73591 77064 8.0539 84.012 87484 90961
2.0 61362 64737 7.0115 73591 77064 8.053'9 84.012 87484 90961
20.5 61362 64737 7.0115 73591 77064 8.0539 840.12 87484 9.0961
21 61362 64737 7.0115 73591 77064 8.0539 84.012 87484 9.0961
21.5 61362 64737 7.0115 73591 77064 8.0539 84.012 87484 90961
22 63167 66642 72118 75692 79265 82839 86412 89986 '93559
22.5 63167 66642 72118 75692 79265 82839 86412 89986 93559
23 63167 66642 72118 75692 79265 82839 86412 89986 93559
23.5 63167 66642 . 72.118 75692 79265 82839 86412 89986 93559
24 63167 66642 72118 75692 79265 82839 86412 89986 93559
24.5 63167 66642 7211.8 75692 179265 82839 86412 89986 93559
25 64972 68545 74122 77797 181467 85142 88813 92483 96158
*ELlMINATED AS A COLUMN
APPENDIX E-7
2001-2002 @ 2.75% For those hired prior to 7/1/96
BA BA+15 BA+30 MA MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 MA+60 DOC
Step
~1 37087 39127 41166 43207 45246 47286 49327 51366 53406
1.5 38014 40107 42198 44286 46378 48470 50558 52650 54741
2 38942 41085 43225 45369 47509 49652 51793 53932 56076
2.5 39869 42060 44252 46449 48640 50832 53025 55219 57411
3 40795 43039 45283 47528 49771 52016 54259 56503 58746
3.5 41722 44020 46311 48606 50903 53198 55490 57785 60083
4 42651 44998 47342 49690 52034 54381 56726 59069 61417
4.5 43578 45973 48370 50769 53164 55562 57957 60356 62752
5 44505 46953 49401 51848 54297 56744 59192 61640 64088
5.5 45432 47931 50427 52928 55427 57927 60424 62923 65422
6 46359 48911 51460 54011 56558 59111 61658 64206 66758
6.5 47286 49887 52486 55090 57691 60290 62890 65493 68093
7 48214 50866 53517 56170 58821 61473 64125 66777 69428
7.5 49141 51844 54545 57249 59952 62656 65356 68059 70763
8 50068 52824 55576 58331 61083 63839 66591 69343 72098
8.5 50994 53799 56602 59412 62215 65018 67823 70630 73433
9 51923 54779 57633 60490 63345 66202 69058 71912 74770
9.5 52850 55757 58662 61569 64477 67385 70289 73197 76104
10 53777 56737 .59692 62652 65608 68568 71524 74480 77439
10.5 54705 57712 60720 63731 66739 69747 72755 75766 78775
11 55631 58690 61751 64810 67871 70930 73990 77050 80110
11.5 56558 59671 62778 65889 69001 72113 75222 78333 81444
12 57486 60650 63808 66973 70133 73297 76457 79615 82780
12.5 58413 61625 64837 68052 71264 74476 77688 80904 84115
13 59340 62604 65867 69131 72395 75658 78923 82186. 85449
13.5 60266 63583 66895 70211 73526 76842 80154 83469 86785
14 61194 64561 67926 71294 74657 78025 813'89 84838 88120
14.5 61194 . 64561 68954 723.72 75789 79204 82621 86039 89457
15 61194 64561 69985 73452 76920 80388 83856 87323 90791
15.5 61194 64561 69985 73452 76920 80388 83856 .87323 90791
16 61194 64561 69985 73452 76920 80388 83856 87323 90791
16.5 61194 64561 69985 73452 76920 80388 83856 .87323 90791
17 61194 64561 69985 73452 76920 80388 83856 87323 90791
17.5 61194 64561 69985 73452 76920 80388 83856 87323 90791
18 61194 64561 69985 73452 76920 80388 83856 87323 90791
18.5 61194 64561 69985 73452 76920 80388 83856 87323 90791
19 63049 66517 72043 75614 79183 82753 86322 89889 93462
19.5 63049 66517 72043 75614 79183 82753 86322 89889 93462
20 63049 66517 72043 75614 79183 82753 86322 89889 93462
20.5 63049 66517 72043 75614 79183 82753 86322 89889 93462
21 63049 66517 72043 75614 79183 82753 86322 89889 93462
21.5 63049 66517 72043 75614 79183 82753 86322 89889 93462
22 64904 68474 74101 77773 81444
I
85117 88788 92460 96131
22.5 64904 68474 74101 77773 81444 85117 88788 92460 96131
23 64904 68474 74101 77773 81444 85117 88788 92460 96131
23.5 64904 68474 74101 77773 81444 85117 88788 92460 96131
24 64904 68474 74101 77773 81444 85117 88788 92460 96131
24.5 64904 68474 74101 77773 81444 85117 88788 92460 96131
25 66758 . 70429 76160 79936 83707 87483 91255 95026 98802
*ELlMINATED AS A COLUMN
APPENDIX E-1 (NEW) Employees Whose Effective Date is After 7/1/96
BA BA+15 BA+30 MA MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 MA+60 ,DOC
1 1.00000 1.0550 1.1100 1.1650 1.2750 1.3300 1.3850 1.4400
1.5 1.0167 1.0726 1.1297 1.1856 1.2976 1..3536 1.4095 1.4655
2 1.0333 1.0902 1.1493 1.2063 1.3202 1.3771 1.4341 1.4910
2.5 1.0500 1.1077 1.1690 1.2269 1.3427 1.4007 1.4586 1.5165
3 1.0667 1.1253 1.1886 1.2475 1.3653 1.4242 1.4831 1.5420
3.5 1.0833 1.1429 1.2083 1.2682 1.3879 1.4478 1.5076 1.5675
4 1.1000 1.1605 1.2279 1.2888 1.4105 1.4713 1.5322 1.5930
4.5 1.1167 1.1781 1.2476 1.3094 1.4331 1.4949 1.5567 1.6185
5 1.1333 1.1957 1.2673 1.3301 1.4556 1.5184 1.5812 1.6440
5.5 1.1500 1.2132 1.2869 1.3507 1.4782 1.5420 1.6057 1.6695
6 1.1667 1.2308 1.3066 1.3713 1.5008 1.5655 1.6303 1.6950
6.5 1.1833 1.2484 1.3262 1.3919 1.5234 1.5891 1.6548 1.7205
7 1.2000 1.2660 1.3459 1.4126 1.5460 1.6126 1.6793 1.7460
7.5 1.2167 1.2836 1.3655 1.4332 1.5685 1.6362 1.7038 1.7715
8 1.2333 1.3012 1.3852 1.4538 1.5911 1.6597 1.7284 1.7970
8.5 1.2500 1.3187 1.4048 1.4745 1.6137 1.6833 1.7529 1.8225
9 1.2667 1.3363 1.4245 1.4951 1.6363 1.7068 1.7774 1.8480
9.5 1.2833 1.3539 1.4442 1.5157 1.6588 1.7304 1.8019 1.8735
10 1.3000 1.3715 1.4638 1.5364 1.6814 1.7539 1.8265 1.8990
10.5 1.3167 1.3891 1.4835 1.5570 1.7040 1.7775 1.8510 1.9245
11 1.3333 1.4067 1.5031 1.5776 Z 1.7266 1.8010 1.8755 1.9500
11.5 1.3500 1.4242 1.5228 1.5983 ~1.7492 1.8246 1.9000 1.9755
12 1.3667 1.4418 1.5424 1.6189 :J 1.7717 1.8481 1.9246 2.0010
12.5 1.3833 1.4594 1.5621 1.6395 -I 1.7943 1.8717 1.9491 2.02650
13 1.4000 1.4770 1.5818 1.6602 U 1.8169 1.8952 1.9736 2.0520
13.5 1.4167 1.4946 1.6014 1.6808 « 1.8395 i.9188 1.9981 2.0775
14 1.4333 1.5122 1.6211 1.7014 (/) 1.8621 1.9424 2.0227 2.1030
14.5 1.4500 1.5297 1.6407 1.7220 « 1.8846 1.9659 2.0472 2.1285
15 1.4667 1.5473 1.6604 1.7427 Cl 1.9072 1.9895 2.0717 2.1540W
15.5 1.4833 1.5649 1.6800 1.7633 ~1.9298 2.0130 2.0962 2.1795
16 1.5000 1.5825 1.6997 1.7839 Z 1.9524 2.0366 2.1208 2.2050
16.5 1.5167 1.6001 1.7193 1.8046 ~1.9750 2.0601 2.1453 2.2305
17 1.5333 1.6177 1.7390 1.8252 ::; 1.9975 2.0837 2.1698 2.2560
17.5 1.5500 1.6352 1.7587 1.8458 W 2.0201 2.1072 2.1943 2.2815
18 1.5666 1.6528 1.7783 1.8665 2.0427 2.1308 2.2189 2.3070
18.5 1.5833 1.6704 1.7980 1.8871 2.0653 2.1543 2.2434 2 ..3325
19 1.6000 1.6880 1.8176 1.9077 2.0879 2.1779 2.2679 2.3580
19.5 1.6166 1.7056 1.8373 1'.9284 2.1104 2.2014 2.2924 2.3835
20 1.6333 1.7232 1.8569 1.9490 2.1330 2.2250 2.3170 2.4090 .
20.5 1.6500 1.7407 1.8766 1.9696 2.1556 2.2485 2.3415 2.4345
21 1.6666 1.7583 1.8963 1.9903 2.1782 2.2721 2.3660 2.4600
21.5 1.6833 1.7759 1.9159 2.0109 2.2007 2.2956 2.3905 2.4855
22 1.7000 1.7935 1.9356 2.0315 2.2233 2.3192 2.4151 2.5110
22.5 1.7166 1.8111 1.9552 2.0521 2.2459 2 .342'7 2.4396 2.5365
23 1.7333 1.8287 1.9749 2.0728 2.2685 2.3663 2.4641 2.5620
23.5 1.7500 1.8462 1.9945 2.0934 2.2911 2.3898 2.4886 2.587:i
24 1.7666 1.8638 2.0142 2.1140 2.3136 2.4134 2.5132 2.6130
24.5 1.7833 1.8814 2.0338 2.1347 2.3362 2.4369 2.5377 2.638:>
25 1.8000 1.89900 2.05350 2.1553 2.3588 2.4605 2.5622 2.6640
j
APPENDIXE-2 (NEW)
Schedule 1996-97 Employees Ihase Effective Date on or After 7/1/9E
BA BA+1S BA+30 HA &+15 ~HA+30 HA+45 HA+60 DOCstep
1 31715 33460 35204 36949 38693 40437 42182 43926 456701.5 . 32244 34017 35828 37603 39378 41153 42928 44704 464792 32773 34575 36451 38257 40063 41869 43675 45482 472882.5 33301 35133 37074 38911 40748 42585 44422 46259 480963 33830 35690 37698 39566 41434 43302 45169 47037 489053.5 34358 36248 38321 40220 . (21J.9 44018 45916 47815 497144 34887 36806 38945 40874 42804. 44734 46663 48593 505234.5 35416 37363 39568 4J.529 43489 45450 47410 49371 513315 35944 37921 40191 42J.83 44174 46166 48157 50148 521405.5 36473 38479 40815 42837 44859 46882 48904 50926 529496 37001 39036 41438 43492 45545 47598 49651 51704 537586.5 37530 39594 42062 44146 46230 48314 50398 52482 545667 38059 40152 42685 44800 6915 49030 51145 53260 553757.5 38587 40709 43308 45455 7600 49747 51892 54038 561848 39116 41267 43932 46109 48285 50463 52639 54815 569938.5 39644 41825 44555 46763 8971 51179 .53386 55593 578019 40173 42382 45179 47418 49656 51895 54133 56371 586109.5 40701 42940 45802 48072 50341 52611 54880 57149 5941910 41230 43498 46425 48726 51026 53327 55627 57927 6022810.5 41759 44055 47049 49381 1711 '54043 56374 . 58704 6103611 42287 44613 47672 50035 2397 54759 57121 59482 6184511.5 42816 45171 48296 50689 3082 55475 57868 60260 6265412 43344 45728 48919 51344 3767 56192 58615 61038 63463
~2.5 43873 46286 49542 51998 4452 56908 59362 61816. 6427113 44402 46844 50166 52652 5137 57624 60109 62594 6508013.5 44930 47401 50789 53307 . 5822 58340 60856 6.3371 6588914 45459 47959 51413 53961 6508 59056 61603 64149 6669814.5 45987 48517 52036 54615 57193 59772 62350 64927 6750615 46516 49074 52659 55270 57878 60488 63097 65705
.68315
.5.5
.
47045 49632 53283 55924 58563 61204 63843 66483 6912416 47573 50190 53906 56578 59248 61920 64590 67260 69933
.6.5 48102 50747 54530 57233 59934 62637 65337 68038 7074117 48630 51305 55153 57887 60619 63353 66084 68816 71550
.7.S 49159 51863 55777 58541 61304 64069 66831 69594 7235918 49684 52420 56400 59196 61989 64785 67578 70372
. 73167
.8.5 50216 52978 57023 59850 62674 65501 68325 71150 7397619 50745 53536 57647 60504 63359 66217 69072 71927 747859.5 51270 54093 58270 61159 64045 66933 69819 72705 7559420 51802 54651 58894 61813 64730 67649 70566 73483 764020.5 52330 55209 59517 62467 65415 68365 71313 74261 7721121 52857 55766 60140 63122 66100 69081 72060 75039 780201.5 53386 56324 60764 63776 66785 69798 72807 75817 '7882922 53916 56882 61387 64430 67471 70514 73554 76594 796372.5 54443 57439 62011 65085 68156 71230 74301 77372 80446
23 54971 57997 62634 65739 68841 71946 75048 78150 81255
3.5 55502 58555 63257 66393 69526 72662 75795 78928 82064
24 56028 59112 63881 . 67048 70211 73378 76542 79706 828724.5 56557 59670 64504 67702 . 70897 74094 77289 80483 8368125 57088 60228 65127 68357 71582 74811 78036 81261 84490
*ELlMINA TED AS A COI [JMN
3chedule 1997-98 Employees Whose Effective Date on or AftE~r 7/1/9
BA BA+15 BA+30 MA
.
¥.LA+15 -.t MA+30 MA+45 MA+60 DOC
step
1 32857 34664 36471 38279 40086 41893 43701 '45507 473141.5 33405 35242 37117 38956 40796 42635 44474 46313 481522 33952 35820 37763 39634 41505 43377 45248 47119 489902.5
'
34500 36398 38409 40312 42215 44119 46022 47925 49828
3 35048 36975 39055 40990 42925 44860 . 46795 48730 50666
3.5 35595 37553 39701 41668 43635 45602 47569 49536 51504
.4 36143 38131 40347 42346 44345 46344 48'343 50342 52341
4.5 36691 38708 40992 43024 45055 47086 49117 51148 53179
5 37238 39286 41638 43702 45765 47828 49891 51954 540175.5 37786 39864 42284 44380 46474 48570 50665 52760 54855
6 38333 40442 42930 45057 47184 49312 51439 53565 556936.5 38881 41019 43576 45735 47894 50054 52212 54371 56531
7 39429 41597 44222 46413 48604 50796 52986 55177 57369
7.5 39976 42175 44868 47091 49314 51537 53760 55983 58206
8 40524 42753 45513 47769 50024 52279 54534 56789 590448.5 41071 43330 ' 46159 48447 50734 53021 55308 57595 59882
9 41619 43908 46805 49125 51443 53763 56082 58400 607209.5 42167 44486 47451 49803 52153 54505 56856 59206 61558
10 42714 45064 48097 50481 52863 55247 57629 60012 62396
0.5 43262 45641 48743. 51158 53573 55989 58403 60818 63234
11 43810 46219 49388 51836 54283 56731 59177 61624 640711..5 44357 46.797 50034 52514 54993 57473 59951 62429 64909
:12 44905 47375 50680 53192 55703 58214 ' 60725 63235 65747
2.5 45452 47952 51326 53870 56412 58956 61499 64041 66585
13 46000 48530 51972 54548 57122 59698 62273 64847 67423
3.5 46548 49108 52618 55226 57832 60440 63046 65653. 68261
14 47095 49686 53264 55904 58542 61182 63820 66459 69099
4~5 47643 50263 53909 56582 . 59252 61924 64594 67264 69937
15 48191 50841 54555 57259 59962 62666 65368 68070 70774
5.5 48738 51419 55201 57937 60671 63408 66142 68876 71612
16 49286 51996 55847 58615 61381 64150 66916 69682 72450
5.5 49833 52574 56493 59293 62091 64891 67690 70488 73288
17 50381 53152 57139 59971 62801 65633 68463 71294 74126
.,
.5 50929 53730 57784 60649 63511 66375 69237 72099 74964
18 51473 54307 58430 61327 64221 67117 70011 72905 758021.5 52024 54885 59076 62005 64931 67859 70785 73711 76639
19 52571 55463 59722 62682 65640 68601 71559 74517 77477
~.5 53116 56041 60368 63360 66350 69343 72333 75323 78315
20 53667 56618 61014 64038 67060 70085 73107 76128 79153).5 54214 57196 61660 64716 67770 70827 73880 76934 79991
21 54760 57774 62305 65394 68480 71568 74654 77740 80829
..5 55307 58352 62951 66072 69190 72310 75428 7854~ 81667
22 55857 58929 63597 66750 69900 73052 76202 79352 82504
,.5 56403 59507 64243 67428 70609 73794 76976 80158 83342
23 56950 60085 64889 68106 71319 74536 77750 80963 84180
.5 57500 60663 65535 68783 72029 75278 78524 81769 85018
.24 58045 61240 66181 69461 72739 76020 79297 82575 85856
.5 58593 61818 66826 70139 73449 76762 80071 83381 86694
25 59143 62396 67472 70817 74159 77504 80845 84186 87531
*ELIMINATED AS A COLUMN
APPENDIX. E - 3 (NEW) :-
........# ',,_
APPENDIX' E - 4 (NEW) :'
Schedule 1998-99
"Employees Whose ,Effective Date on or After 7/1/96
BA BA+lS BA+30 MA MA+lS * r.~+30 MA+45 MA+60 DOCStep
1 33991 35860 37729 39599 41469 43338 45208 47077 48947
1.5 34557 36458 38398 40300
'
42203 44106 46008 47911 49813
2 35124 37056 39066 41002 42937 44873 46809 48744 506802.5 35690 37653 39734 41703 43672 45641 47609 49578 515473 36257 38251 40402 42404 44406' 46408 48410 50412 524143~5 36823 38849 41070 43106 45140 47176 49210 51245 532814 37390 39446 41739 43807 45875 47943 50011 52079 541474.5 37956 40044 42407 44508 46609 487'11 50812 52913 550145 38523 40642 43075 45209 47343 49478 51612 53746 558815.5 39089 41239 43743 45911 , 48078 50246 52413 54580 567486 39656' 41837 44411 46612 48812 51013 53213 55413 576146.5 40222 42435 45079 47313 49546
' 51781 54014 56247 584817 40789 43032 45747 48014 50281 52548 54814 57081 593487.5 41355 43630 46415 48716 51015 53315 55615 57914 602158 41922 44228 47084 49417 51750 54083 56415 58748 610818.5 42488 44825 47752 50118 52484 54850 57216 59582 619489 43055 45423 48420 50820 53218 55618 58017 60415 628159.5 43621 46021 49088 51521 53953 , 56385 58817 61249 6368210 44188 46618 49756 52222 4687 57153 59618 62'082 6454810.5 44754 47216 50424 52923 5421 57920 60418 62916 65415
11 45321 47814 51092 53625 6156 58688 61219 63750 66282'
'.1.5 45888 48411 51760 54326 6890 59455 62019 64583 67149
12 46454 49009 52429 55027 7624 60223 62820 65417 68015,12.5 47021 49607 53097 55728 8359 60990 63620 66251 6888213 47587 50204 53765 56430 9093 61758 64421 67084 69749
'.3.5 48154 50802 54433 57131 9827 62525 65222 67918 70616
14 48720 51400 55101 57832 60562 63293 66022 68751. 71483
.4.5 49287 51997 55769 58534 1296 64060 66823 69585 72349
15 49853 52595 56437 59235 . '62030 64828 67623 70419 73216
~5.5 50420 53193 57106 59936 62765 65595 68424 71252 74083
16 50986 53790 57774 60637 63499 66363 69224 72086 74950
6.5 51553 54388 58442 61339 64233 67130 70025 72920 75816
17 52119
'
54986 59110 62040 64968 67898 70825 73753 76683
7.5 52686 55583 59778 62741 65702 68665 71626 74587 77550
18 53249 56181 60446 63442 66436 69433 72427 ,75420 78417
B.5 53819 56779 61114 64144 67171 70200 73227 76254 79283
19 54385 57376 61782 64845 67905 70968 74028 77088 80150
9.5 54948 57974 62451 65546 68639 71735 74828' 77921 81017
20 55518 58572 63119 66248 69374 72503 75629 78755 818840.5 56085 59169 63787 66949 0108 73270 76429 79588 82750
21 56649 59767 64455 67650 70842 74038 77230 80422 83617
1.5 57215 60365 65123 68351 71577 74805 78030 81256 84484
22 57784 60962 65791 69053 72311 75572 78831 8208~ 85351
2.5 58349 61560 66459 69754 73045 76340 79631 82923 86218
23 58915 62158 67127 70455 73780 77107 80432 83757 870843.5 59484 62755 67796 71156 74514 77875 81233 84590 87951
24 60048 63353 68464
'
71858 75248 78642 82033 85424 88818
4.5 60615 63951 69132 72559 75983 79410 82834 86257 89685
25 61184 64548 69800 73261 76717 80178 83634 87091 90551
*ELIMINATED AS A COLUMN
.,
.APPENDIX E - 5 (NEW)
Schedule 1999-00 Employees Whose Effective Date on. or AfteJr 7/1/96
step. !SA BA+lS BA+30 MA MA+15" MA+30 MA+45 MA+60 .DOC
1 35112 37043 38974 40906 42837 44768 .46700 48631 505621.5 35698 37661 39665 41630 43596 45561 47527 49492 514572 36283 38278 40355 42355 44354 46354 48353 50353 523532.5 36868 38896 41045 43079 45113 47147 49180 51214 532483 . 37453 39513 41736 43804 45871 47940. 50007 52075 541433.5 38038 40131 42426 44528 46630 48732 50834 52936 550394 38624 40748 43116 45252 47389 49525 51661 53798 559344.5 39209 41365 43806 45977 48147 50318 52488 54659 568295 39794 41983 44496 46701 48906 51111 53315 55520 577255.5 40379 42600 45186 47426 49.664 51904 54142 56381 586206 40965 43218 45877 48150 50423 52696 . 54969 57242 595166.5 41550 43835 46567 48875 511.82 53489 55796 58103 604117 42135 44452 47257 49599 51940 54282 56623 58964 613067.5 42720 45070 47947 50323 52699 55075 57450 59825 622028 43305 45687 48637 51048 53457 55868 58277 60687 630978.5 43891 46305 49328 51772 54216 56661 59104 61548 639929 44476 46922 50018 52497 54974 57453 59931 62409 648889.5 45061 47539 50708 53221 55733 58246 60758 63270 6578310 45646 48157 51398 53945 56492 59039 61585' 64131 6667910.5 46231 48774 52088 54670 57250 59832 62412 64992 6757411 46817 49392 52778 55394 58009 60625 63239 65853 6846911.5 47402 50009 53469 56119 58767 61417 64066 66715 69365. 12 47987 50626 54159 56843 59526 62210 64893 67576 7026012.5 48572 51244 54849 57568 60284 63003 65720. 68437 7115513 49157 51861 55539 58292 61043 63796 66547 69298 72051
.3.5 49743 .52478 56229' 59016 61802 64589 67374 70159. 7294614 50328 53096 56919 59741 62560 65381 68201 71020 738414.5 50913 53713 57610 60465 . 63319 66174 '69028 71881 7473715 51498 '54331 58300 61190 64077 66967 69855 72742 75632
.5.5. 52083 54948 58990 61914 64836 67760 70682 73604 7652816 52669 55565 59680 62638 65594 68553 71509 74465 774236.5 53254 56183 60370 63363 66353 69345 72336 75326 7831817 53839 56800 61061 64087 671.12. 70138 73163 76187 79214
'.5 54424 57418 61751 64812 67870 70931 73990 77048 8010918 55006 58035 62441 65536 68629 71724 .74817 77909 81004;.5 55595 58652 63131 662~0 69387 72517 75644 78770 8190019 56180 59270 63821 66985 70146 73310 76471 79632 827951.5 56762 59887 64511 67709 70904 74102 77297 80493 8369120 57350 60505 65202 684.34 71663 74895 78124 81354 84586
.5 57936 61122 65892 69158 72422 75688 78951 82215 8548121 58518 61739 66582 69883 73180 76481 79778 83076 86377
.s 59104 62357 67272 70607 73939 77274 80605 83937 8727222 59691 62974 67962 71331 74697 78066 81432 84798 88167
.s 60274 63592 68653 72056 75456 78859 82259 85659 8906323 60859 64209 69343 72780 76214 79652 83086 86521 89958
.5 61447 64826 70033 73505 76973 80445 83913 87382 9085324 62030 65444 70723 74229 77732 81238 84740 88243 91749
.5 62615 66061 71413 74953 78490 82030 85567 89104 9264425 63202 66679 72103 75678 79249 82824 86394 89965 93540
*ELIMINATED AS A COLUMN
.-
,.I.
. .
-
.
Appendix E-6 New
7/1/96Employees Whose Effective Date is .After2000-2001
BA BA+15 BA+30 MA MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 MA+60' DOCStep
1 36095 38080 40066 42051 46021 48007 49992 519771.5 36697 38715 40775 42796 46836 48857 50877 528982 37298 39350 41485 43540 47651 49707 51762 538182.5 37900 39984 42194 44285 48466 50557 52648 547383 38501 40619 42904 45030 49281 51407 53533 556593.5 39103 41254 43613 45774 50096 52257 54418 565794 39705 41888 44323 46519 50911 53107 55303 575004.5 40306 42523 45032 47264 51726 53958 56189 584205 40908 43158 45742 48008 52541 54808 57074 593415.5 41509 43792 46451 48753' 53356 55658 57959 602616 42111 44427 47161 49498 54171 56508 58844 611826.5 42713 45062 47870 50243 54986 57358 59730 621027 43314 45697 48580 50987 55801 58208 60615 630227.5 43916 46331 49289 51732 56616 59058 61500 639438 44517 46966 49999 52477 57432 59908 62385 648638.5 45119 47601 50708 53221 58247 60759 63271 657849 45721 48235 51418 53966 59062 61609 64156 667049.5 46322 48870 52127 54711 59877 62459 65041 6762510 46924 49505 52837 55455 60692 63309 65926 6854510.5 47525 50139 53546 56200 61507 64159 66812 6946511 48127 50774 54256 56945 62322 65009 67697 7038611.5 48729 51409 54965 57690 63137 65859 68582 7130612 49330 52043 55675 58434 Z 63952 66709 69467 72227:!12.5 49932 52678 56384 59179
::> 64767 67560 70353 7314713 50533 . 53313 57094 59924 ..J 65582 68410 71238 7406813.5 51135 53947 57803 60668 ., 0 66397 69260 72123 74988U14 51737 54582 58513 61413 « 67212 70110 73008 7590914.5 52338 55217 59222 62158 C/) 68027 70960 73894 7682915 52940 55851 59932 62902 « 68842 71810 74779 7774915.5 53541 56486 60641 63647 C 69657 72660 75664 7867016 54143 57121 61351 64392 W 70472 73510 76549 79590.....16.5 54744 57755 62060 65136 « 71287 74361 77434 8051117 55346 58390 62770 65881 Z 72102 75211 78320 8143117.5 55948 59025 63479 66626 :! 72917 76061 79205 8235218 56546 59660 64189 67371 ~73732 76911 80090 83272W18.5 57151 60294 64898 68115 74547 77761 80975 8419219 57752 60929 65608 68860 . M .... 75362 78611 81861 8511319.5 58350 61564 66317 69605 76177 79461 82746 8603320 58956 62198 67027 70349 76992 80311 83631 8695420.5 59557 62833 67736 71094 77807 81162 84516 8787421 60156 63468 68446 71839 78.622 82012 85402 8879521.5 60758 64102 69155 72583 79437 82862 86287 8971522 61362 64737 69865 73328 80252 83712 87172 9063622.5 61961 65372 70574 74073 81067 84562 88057 9155623 62563 66006 71284 74818 81882 85412 88943 9247623.5 63167 66641 71993 75562 82697 86262 89828 9'339724 63766 67276 72703 76307 83512 87112 90713 9431724.5 64368 67910 73412 77052 84327 87963 91598 9523825 64972 68545 74122 77796 85142 88813 92484 96158
.....
APPENDIX E-7 (NEW)
Employees Whose Effective Date is After 7/1/96
2001-2002 @ 2.75%
BA BA+15 BA+30 MA MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 MA+60 DOC
Step
1 37087 39127 41167 43207 47286 49327 51366 53406
1.5 37706 39779 41896 43972 48123 50200 52276 54352
2 38323 40432 42625 44737 48961 51073 53185 55297
2.5 38942 41083 43354 45502 49798 51947 54095 56243
3 39559 41736 44083 46268 50636 52820 55005 57189
3.5 40178 42388 44812 47032 51473 53694 55914 58134
4 40796 43039 45541 47798 52311 54567 56823 59081
4.5 41414 43692 46270 48563 53148 55441 57734 60026
5 4-2032 44344 46999 49328 53985 56315 58643 60972
5.5 42650 44996 47728 50093 54823 57188 59552 61918
6 43269 45648 48457 50859 55660 58061 60462 62864
6.5 43887 46301 49186 51624 56498 58935 61372 63809
7 44505 46953 49915 52389 57335 59808 62281 64755
7.5 45123 47605 50644 53154 58172 60682 63191 65701
8 45741 48257 51373 53920 59011 61555 64100 66646
8.5 46359 48910 52102 54684 59848 62429 65010 67593
9 46978 49561 52831 55450 60686 63303 65920 68538
9.5 47595 50213 53560 56215 61523 64176 66829 69484
10 48214 50866 54290 56980 62361 65049 67738 70429
10.5 48831 51517 55018 57745 Z 63198 65923 68649 71375
11 49450 52170 55748 58510 ~64035 66796 69558 72321
::>
11.5 50069 52822 56476 59276 ..J 64873 67670 70468 73266
12 50686 53474 57206 60040 0 65710 68543 71377 74213()
12.5 51305 54126 57934 60806 « 66548 69417 72287 7515813 51922 54779 58664 61571 C/) 67385 70291 73197 76104
13.5 52541 55430 59392 62336 « 68222 71164 74106 77050
14 53159 56083 60122 63101 C 69060 72038 75015 77996
14.5 53777 56735 60850 63867 W 69897 72911 75926 78941
15 54395 57386 61580 64631 ~70735 73784 76835 79887
15.5 55013 58039 62308 65397 Z 71572 74658 77744 80833
16 55631 58691 63038 66162 ~72409 75531 78654 81778
16.5 56249 59343 63766 66927 ::J 73247 76405 79563 82725W
17 56868 59995 64496 67692 74084 77279 80473 83670
17.5 57486 60648 65224 68458 74922 78152 81383 84616
18 58101 61300 65954 69223 75759 79026 82292 85561
18.5 58722 61952 66682 69988 76597 79899 83201 86507
19 59340 62604 67412 70753 77434 80772 84112 87453
19.5 59954 63257 68140 71519 78271 81646 85021 88398
20 60577 63908 68870 72283 79109 82519 85930 89345
20.5 61194 64560 69598 73049 79946 83393 86840 90290
21 61810 65213 70328 73814 80784 84267 87750 91236
21.5 62428 65864 71056 74579 81621 85140 88659 92182
22 63049 66517 71786 75344 82458 86014 89569 93128
22.5 63664 67169 72514 76110 83296 86887 90478 94073
23 64283 67821 73244 76875 84133 87760 91388 95019
23.5 64904 68473 73972 77639 84971 88634 92298 95965
24 65519 69126 74702 78405 85808 89507 93207 96910
24.5 66138 69777 75430 79170 86645 90381 94116 97857
25 66758 70429 76160 79935 87483 91255 95027 98802
1996-97
1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year
Grades 7-12 5703 5971 6240 6505
Grades 3-6
2874 3009 3145 3279
1997-98
1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year
Grades 7-12
5988 6270 6552 6830Grades 3-6
3018 3160 3302 3442
1998-99
1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Yea;: 4th Year
-Grades 7-12
6287 6583 6880 7171Grades 3-6
3169 3318 3468 3614
1999-00
1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year
Grades 7-12
6601 6912 7224 7530
Grades 3-6 3327 3484 3641 3795
U1'EHt)%% P
CUlUtswrOWH
~ SCHOOL D:rS!t'U~
8tnou:R SaDCL SALARY
Salary Schedule for Grades
3-6 is prorated at .504 of Grades 7-12.
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~~T9" 111109 I\greemen t("the Agreement") between '-the Clarkstown
Teachers Association (uthe A~saciatiana) and
the Board of Education of the ClarkstDwn
Central SChoo,lDistrict (1Ithe'Distrjct")
for the Period Julv 1, l~throuQ~O, 1986. '
APpmDIX G
WHEREAS.after negotiations. the parties agree to
the fOllowing Imendments/add;tions to the Agreement to ac-
ccnllmdate the expanded special education program resulting
from the District's decision to establish a special program
housed,~t the. Birchwood School paralleling the services provided
by Rise West; and
WHEREAS.the parties agree that these amendmentsl
additions are necessary because of ~he special nature of the
new program. and that such shall only be applicable to these,
persons in the Association's negotiating unit, the Instructional
Staff, assigned to the new program.
Amendments/Additions
1. ~ic'e XII. Da~. - No teacher will b~ re4uired to
schedule an after-schaal remediation class for his/her students.
2. Article XIV, ,ara. 3~ - Duty-free lunch periods
,
will not be required for teachers eating with his/her students as par't
of the educational progr~. Such teachers will be provided the lunch
offered by the school cafeteria free of charge.
Article XIV, para.
~~ - Notwithstanding para~raphs 4.
and 5.. the Distri~t shall retain the flexibility to schedule a teacher's
workday according to the ~pecial needs of the program so long as
parugraph "1." is complied with.
3. Article I, para. 2. - Educational Social Workers shall
be added to the AssDciation's negotiating unit.
. t
Article VI~~: Article XIII - Teaching Assistants t4.
( I'TA Isit) employed by the District who were employed by 'Rise' ,
West as Teaching Interns ("TZ's.) will be given special
consideration for Special Education vacancies which may arise.
,
Such vacancies will be pasted at the Birchwood School.
Article VIII - It is .understood that the persons. 's.
jCininq the D1strict's Xnstructional Staff who were' previously
employed by Rise ,West must be treated, for purposes of probation,
tenure and seniority fer layeff,purposes, as new employees as
requ~ed by law. However, as amongst themselves, excessing
(abcl~ticn of position), if necessarY, shall be in inverse order
of Rise West seniority.
SO AGREED:
BOARD QF EDUCATION ~ CLARXS'l'OWN
CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTBZCT
By : ~ ~
CLARKSTOWN 'rEACHERS AS~
Dwted: ¥¥/?ti
By:
.
'..1'
,-
;
'
J
".
~
.
. ,.
Dated:
Pursuant 1:0Resolution of the Baard of Education of
the CJ.arkstQ~ Central Scheol District dated~ I~ and
Resolution of the Executive Board of the CTA dated ,t.Iz~ ~ ,
'y .:2
~
IOJ€4
EXTENDED TBllOUGHJUNE 30. 1989
EXTENDED THROUGHJUNE 30 1992
EXTEl~DED THROUGH JUNE 30, 1996'
EXTENDED THROUGH JUNE 30, 2000
EXTENDED THROUGH JUNE 30, 2002
~
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APPENDIX H
DIRECT DEPOSIT AUTHORIZATION
I hereby authorize the CLARKSTOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL DIS1'RIC'T to
initiate credit entries and to initiate, if necessary, debit entries and adjustments
for any credit entries in error to my (our) account indicated below and the
bank named below, hereinafter called DEPOSITORY, to credit and/or debit
the same to such account.
BANK NAME
TRANSIT/ABA # ACCOUNT#
NOTE:. The Transit/ABA number is the 1st 9 digits on your check.
CHECK ONE (1): CHECKING
CHECK ONE (1): START
SA VINGS
CHANGE
ACCOUN'T .
CANCEL
This authority is to remain in full force and effect until THE CLARKSTOWN
CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT has received written notification from me of
its termination in such time and in such manner as to afford THE
CLARKSTOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT and DEPOSITORY a
reasonable opportunity to act on it. .
DATE NAME (PRINT)
SIGNA TURE
SOCIAL SECURITY #
PLEASE ATTACH A BLANK VOIDED CHECK IF THIS
AUTHORIZATION IS FOR A CHECKING ACCOUNT.
j
APPENDIX I
June 30, 1995
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING between the
CLARKSTOWN TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
and
CLARKSTO~VN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
It is hereby understood that:
I
~
~
~
~
I
the CTA unit members will be permitted to participate
in a Section 125 Plan administered by the District
the District will facilitate participation by interested
CTA unit members in benefits offered under NYSUT Benefits
Plus. The District assumes no responsibility for the
nature and operation of NYSUT Benefits Plus plans~
henceforth, all CTA members hired' to start anytime after
the close of a regular school year and before the start
of the next school year will report for two additional
days without additional compensation to take part in an
orientation program structured by the District. The
days must be within ten days of the first day of the
new school year. A good' faith attempt will be made to
use days as close as possible to the start of the new
.Po
school ear.
Paul Duddy, Preside
Clarkstown Teachers
(l~ 1i~~J
William B. Heebink
Superintendent of Schools
Clarkstown Central School
Hft~!rf-C; '-..
District
